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Abstract
Conventional heat transfer enhancement methods have focused on the surface charac-
teristics of the heat-exchanger. The enhancement of heat transfer through altering the
characteristics of the working fluid has become a new subject of interest. The application
of phase change materials (PCM) in the working fluid is an example of achieving such
enhancement which is being explored in recent years.
Micro-encapsulated phase change material (MEPCM) slurries show improved heat
transfer abilities compared to single phase heat transfer fluids such as water due to their
higher specific heat values in their phase change temperature range. Latent heat storage
technology has seen a considerable scientific advancement since it can gain high energy
storage density as well as capability of energy release at a constant temperature or over a
small temperature range, corresponding to the phase transition temperature of the PCM.
The present work is a numerical and experimental study towards fundamental under-
standing of the impact of using PCM on thermal and fluid flow characteristics of different
single-phase and two-phase heat transfer applications. The mathematical formulation to
represent the presence of single and multi-component MEPCM is developed and incor-
porated into the numerical model for single-phase and two-phase fluid flow systems. In
particular, the use of PCM in its encapsulated form for heat transfer enhancement of liq-
uid flow in the presence of evaporation is explored. In addition, an experimental study is
conducted to validate the numerical model in a setting of natural convection flow. Finally,
the application of PCM in its layered form on the effectiveness of drying of moist porous
materials (e.g. paper) is investigated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Phase Change Materials (PCM) absorb and release heat at pre-set temperatures. Due to
their high values of latent heat, they are capable of storing and releasing large amounts
of energy during phase change. Figure 1 is a schematic representation of phase change
phenomena in PCM 1.
1.1 Core Material of PCM
The PCM materials are made, in large, from organic and inorganic compounds. The
advantages characteristics of organic PCMs can be summarized as follows [7],
 non-corrosive
 chemically stable
 little or no subcooling
 compatible with most building materials
 high latent heat per unit weight
1http://www.microteklabs.com/how-do-pcms-work.html
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of phase change phenomena in PCM [1].
 low vapor pressure
And their disadvantages are,
 low thermal conductivity
 large volume change during phase change
 flammability
The advantages of non-organic PCM materials are as follows, [7]
 high latent heat per unit volume
 high thermal conductivity
 non-flammable and low cost compared to organic compounds
The disadvantages of the non-organic PCMs, however are them being corrosive and often
having a significant subcooling and decomposition. Their applications, therefore, should
be accompanied by the use of nucleating and thickening agents to minimize subcooling
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and phase segregation. Extensive research is being conducted to discover new agents with
the aforementioned properties.
An example of organic PCM is paraffin waxes which are cheap with moderate thermal
storage densities (200 kJ/kg) and a wide range of melting temperatures [8–10]. They are
manufactured to undergo negligible subcooling and are chemically inert and stable with
no phase segregation. However, they have low thermal conductivity (0.2 W/mK), which
limits their applications. Their thermal conductivity has been improved by metallic fillers,
metal matrix structures, finned tubes and aluminum shavings were used to improve their
thermal conductivity [11]. Also, the effect of adding nano-materials to enhance paraffins
thermal performance has been explored recently [12].
In addition to their thermal properties, the density of a PCM is important because it
affects its storage effectiveness per unit volume. Salt hydrates are generally denser than
paraffins and, hence, are even more effective on a per volume basis. The change of volume
with the transition, which is in the order of 10%, could represent a minor problem [13].
Table 1.1 presents the experimental thermophysical properties of both the liquid and solid
states for several PCMs as reported by Lane [5, 14]. It is worth emphasizing that pure
paraffin waxes are very expensive, and therefore, only technical grade paraffins can be
used [14].
1.2 Encapsulation
The main objective of micro-encapsulation is to prevent the PCM from leaking into the
base fluid while in liquid phase. In addition, the encapsulation results in improved heat
transfer area and reducing a possible interaction with the outside environment while con-
straining the eventual volume change of the PCM during phase change. For instance,
encapsulation of the phase change materials enables the particles to disperse in water and
5
Table 1.1: Measured thermophysical data of some PCMs [5].
 
to melt without any interaction between the PCM and the carrier fluid [15]. Examples
of such use of encapsulation of dispersed PCMs are polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA),
polystyrene (PS), polyethyl methacrylate (PEMA) and poly vinyl acetate (PVAc) [16].
While these particles can be made in variety of sizes, an example of such encapsulation
is 20nm thickness of the shells which encapsulate particles of 1-20m [15].
Lane [17, 18] has identified over 200 potential phase change heat storage materials
melting from 10 to 90oC to be used for encapsulation. They successfully demonstrated
the application of microencapsulation of CaCl2 .6H2O in polyester resin for develop-
ments of wall and floor panels as well as its application in plastic film containers for heat-
ing systems using air as the heat transfer medium [18]. The encapsulation of PCMs into
the micropores of an ordered polymer film was investigated by Stark [19]. They showed
that paraffin wax and high density polyethylene wax can be infiltrated into extruded films
of ordered polymer using solvent exchange technique so as to produce microcomposites
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with PCM levels of the order of 40% in volume. These microcomposite films exhibit
excellent mechanical stability under cyclic freezethaw conditions. The operating tem-
perature of PCM materials was also subject of recent studies. Royon et al. [20] have
developed a new material for low temperature storage. They contained the water as a
PCM within a three dimensional network of polyacrylamide during the polymerization
process. Recently Hong and Xin-shi [21] have employed a compound phase change ma-
terial, which consists of paraffin as a dispersed phase change material and a high density
polyethylene (HDPE) as a supporting material. This new generation phase change mate-
rial is very suitable for application in direct contact heat exchangers. The 75% paraffin
and 25% HDPE mixture provided a phase change material that has a latent heat of 157
kJ/kg compared to 199 kJ/kg for the paraffin used and with a transition temperature of
approximately 57oC, which is close to that of paraffin.
All being said and despite the extensive research in area of microencapsulation of
PCMs, their use was still limited due, in large part, to the cost associated with the encap-
sulation process [7, 14].
1.3 Phase Change Slurries
The mixtures of PCMs and carrier fluids are called MEPCM slurries. The heat transfer
ability and energy transport ability of the MEPCM can be highly improved compared to
the conventional heat transfer fluids such as water due to their higher effective specific
heats in the phase change temperature range. Therefore, they have many potentially im-
portant applications in fields such as heating, ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration
and heat exchangers [16].
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1.4 Stability of the MEPCM
The stability of PCM slurries is characterized by the number of operation cycles (i.e.
heating and cooling cycles) they can withstand without degradation of their properties as
well as the corrosive interaction of the PCM materials and the embodiment in which they
are being used [22].
Kimura and Kai [23] have used NaCl to improve the stability of CaCl2 6H2O, con-
taining slightly more water than the stoichiometric composition. The salt was found to
be very stable following more than 1000 heating-cooling cycles. Gibbs and Hasnain [24]
have successfully demonstrated the thermal stability of paraffins by showing that their
properties remain intact during extensive number of cycles with no interaction with the
metals. Most investigations on corrosion tests using PCMs were performed with salt hy-
drates [25]. Further efforts have been conducted on the use of PCM for wallboards and
the change of their thermal characteristics (e.g. [26] and references therein).
Gschwander et al. [15] also studied the stability of the MEPCM by exposing them to
high shear stresses, that normally occur mainly in pumps and examined the compatibility
of different components when used together with the MEPCM slurries. They concluded
that centrifugal pumps are best suited for use in conjunction with MEPCM slurries with-
out the PCM particles being self-destructed or destructive to the shells of the microencap-
sulation. This good stability of the capsules can further be improved by thickening the
encapsulation shell, albeit that results in a smaller volume fraction occupied by the PCM
material which adversely impacts the thermal performance of the MEPCM slurry.
1.5 Specific Heat of PCM
The heat of melting of PCM is measured by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
where the temperature of a sample is increased linearly and the heat flux into the sample
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is measured. The heat of melting is then calculated by using the known sample mass.
1.6 Applications
The PCM materials have been applied almost exclusively for thermal storage purposes,
ranging from heat and coolness storage in buildings to thermal storage in satellites and
protective clothing. A PCM with an easily adjustable melting point would be a necessity
as the melting point is the most important criterion for selecting a PCM for passive solar
applications. Many more applications are yet to be discovered [7, 14].
In addition to thermal storage applications, PCM materials have shown promising
benefits for thermal management applications as technology advances in microchips, bat-
teries, and various other small scale and high power applications are increasingly hindered
by the thermal performance of such systems. For example, increasing the speed of mi-
croprocessors may depend on effective new thermal management techniques to dissipate
high heat fluxes. Similarly, electronic actuators that may take the place of hydraulics
and mechanical actuators in aircraft may require similarly effective thermal management
schemes. It is desirable that these thermal management, i.e., thermal transfer, schemes
meet the criteria of low power consumption, low physical volume, and low weight ow-
ing to the small scale of many intended applications. Further, it is desirable that the heat
transfer system should have few moving parts, require very little maintenance, and per-
form reliably in variable environmental conditions [27].
Particles of microencapsulated PCM (3- 100 m) and/or macroencapsulated PCM (1-
3 mm) can be included within textile fibers, composites, and clothing to provide greatly
enhanced thermal protection in both hot and cold environments [7, 28].
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Chapter 2
Objectives
The core objective of this research is to provide fundamental understanding of heat trans-
fer enhancement using micro encapsulated phase change materials (MEPCM) through
numerical and experimental investigations. Formulations of fluid properties containing
single-component as well as blend-component MEPCM are introduced and various sce-
narios including internal flow, free convection and film evaporation are studied. The
objective of this research is also to investigate the effect of using a layered MEPCM in
drying processes where the effective latent heat of the MEPCM enhances the moisture
removal efficiency.
In general, this research is accomplished through five parts as summarized below,
I - Numerical Study of Heat Transfer Characteristics of Liquid Flow in a Micro-
tube with Blend of Micro Phase Change Materials
 The mathematical formulation for calculation of thermal and flow properties of
slurry flow with multi-component MEPCM particles is developed for the first
time.
 Effect of various operating conditions including the ones pertaining to the flow
as well as MEPCM particles on hydrodynamics and thermal characteristics of
10
the microtube flow is investigated.
 The change in flow and thermal characteristics due to using blend of MEPCM
particles with different melting ranges along with single-component MEPCM
is explored and compared to the case of pure water.
II - Natural Convection in an Enclosure with Micro Encapsulated Phase Change
Materials: A Numerical Study
 This part is an extension of the previous section to explore, numerically, the
thermal and hydrodynamic characteristics of natural convection flow ofMEPCM
slurry.
 The heat transfer enhancement due to the use of MEPCM particles is quantified
under various operating conditions.
III - Natural Convection in an Enclosure with Micro Encapsulated Phase Change
Material Slurry: An Experimental Study
 This experimental study aims to validate the numerical model developed in the
previous section in the presence of MEPCM particles under various operating
conditions.
IV - Liquid Film Evaporation in the Presence ofMicro Encapsulated Phase Change
Materials: A Numerical Study
 The mathematical formulation for slurry flow in the presence of film evapora-
tion is developed.
 The numerical model is demonstrated on a single-component MEPCM slurry
liquid film flow subject to an external heat input applied at the channel wall.
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 The numerical results for the flow and heat transfer characteristics, including
the variation of liquid film profile and MEPCM concentration along the evapo-
ration path are illustrated and physically analyzed.
 Effect of MEPCM particles on heat transfer enhancement of evaporating liquid
film is quantified under various operating conditions.
V - Fundamental Study of Drying of Moist Porous Media in the Presence of Phase
Change Materials
 An innovative drying concept is introduced that utilizes the latent heat of fusion
associated with the phase-change of PCM to improve the energy efficiency of
moisture extraction process from porous media.
 The mathematical model is developed for the transport characteristics of drying
of moisture porous media and demonstrated on drying process in the presence
of PCM as a thin layer.
 The numerical model is applied on a conventional setting for paper drying pro-
cess as well as a proposed arrangement in which the benefits of using PCM in
moisture removal is shown to be enhanced.
 The numerical results for the time-evolution of moisture content and tempera-
ture profile across the paper sheet are presented and physically analyzed.
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Chapter 3
Numerical Study of Heat Transfer
Characteristics of Liquid Flow in a
Microtube with Blend of MEPCM
3.1 Objective
This numerical investigation explores the heat transfer characteristics of liquid flow with
two- component (blend) micro encapsulated phase change materials (MEPCM) and com-
pares them with those of a single component MEPCM slurry. The numerical domain is
comprised of an axisymmetric microtube in contact with a finite-thickness solid zone with
uniform heat flux applied on the solid outer wall. The ultimate objective is to demonstrate
the tunability of PCM fluids thermal properties when the phase transition temperatures
of the blend PCMs are chosen within a range required for a specific application. This is
because different pure PCMmaterials store latent heat at a specific range of temperatures.
The single and multi-component MEPCM slurry flows do not reach a fully developed
condition as long as the MEPCM particles experience phase change in the developing
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region. The local heat transfer coefficient strongly depends on the corresponding location
of the melting zone interface.
3.2 Introduction
There has been a number of publications in regards to the application of Phase Change
Materials (PCM) for heat transfer enhancement. Colvin and Mulligan [29, 30] reported
that by using a slurry with phase change material, for the same temperature rise, the
flow rate can be reduced to one-tenth and the pumping power can be reduced to one-
hundredth for a given heat flux. Similar reductions in pumping power have also been
reported by Goel et al. [31]. In an experimental study by Inaba et al. [32], the heat
transfer enhancement of the plural (having different diameters) PCMs slurry has mainly
been investigated experimentally under the flow conditions of both laminar and turbulent
flow in a circular tube with a constant wall heat flux. The influence of latent heat evolved
during the phase change process and microconvection around the PCM particles were
clarified for both small sized PCM and plural PCMs slurries. Their experimental results
demonstrated significant improvement in heat transfer coefficient of plural PCM slurry
flows compared to that of pure water. They also showed that the wall surface temperatures
of heating tube for the plural PCMs slurry were lower than those for small sized PCM
slurry.
Alvarado et al. [33] determined the thermal performance of microencapsulated phase
change material slurries containing n-Tetradecane. They reported thermal capacity en-
hancement of 40% for the MEPCM slurry (7% conc. by wt.). At higher mass fractions,
experimental heat capacity enhancement increased to 70%. At lower mass fractions, the
ratio of heat transfer coefficients of MEPCM slurry to that of pure water was 0.6 whereas
at higher mass fractions, it decreased to 0.4, suggesting lower turbulence (due to higher
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viscosity) at higher mass fractions. Their study on the effect of flow rate revealed that in-
crease in flow rate had a more significant impact on the percentage of particles undergoing
phase change than an increase in heat flux value.
In an experimental study conducted by Wang et al. [34] the pressure drop and local
heat transfer coefficients of MEPCM slurries in a circular horizontal tube with constant
heat flux at both laminar and turbulent flow conditions were investigated and the influ-
ences of various conditions on heat transfer performance were also studied. They con-
cluded that heat transfer coefficients measured for MPCM slurry were significantly higher
than for those for single-phase pure fluid flow in laminar flow conditions, but exhibit more
complicated phenomenon at low turbulent conditions.
In the parametric study by Zhao et al. [35], they considered the effect of parameters
such as Ste number, volume fraction, supercooling, phase change temperature range, ratio
of particle size to tube radius and Re number on the enhancement of heat transfer for
laminar flow of MEPCM slurries in were the most important parameters influencing the
heat transfer enhancement of the microencapsulated suspension.
Sabbah et al. [36] studied the performance of water-based slurry in rectangular chan-
nels and showed that a significant increase in the heat transfer coefficient can be achieved
under certain conditions of heat flux, channel inlet temperature, and the selected MEPCM
melting temperature range. In another study, Sabbah et al. [37] measured the tube wall
temperature profile, fluid inlet and outlet temperatures and determined the correspond-
ing heat transfer coefficient for various operating conditions by covering a wide range of
the controlling parameters, MEPCM concentration, heat flux, inlet temperature, and flow
rates. Their results showed significant enhancements in heat transfer coefficient (up to
50%) and reduction in tube wall temperature (up to 40%). The numerical results pro-
vided in [38] are also validated against these experimental data. They also showed that
the presence of MEPCM extends the thermal entry length by slowing the growth of the
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thermal boundary layer.
Kuravi et al. [39] experimentally investigated the heat transfer performance of water-
based MEPCM slurry (particle size 5m) flow inside manifold microchannels of hydraulic
diameter 170m and reported poorer performance for the slurry compared to water. They
stated that for developing flows, the performance of PCM slurry depends on various pa-
rameters such as base-fluid thermal conductivity, channel dimensions, amount of PCM
melted, and particle mass concentration.
There are a fewworks that have studied the PCM slurry flow in microchannels numeri-
cally [36,39–41]. In all of those models, it was predominantly assumed that the latent heat
of MEPCM as a step or triangle or sine function of MEPCM temperature (e.g. [39, 42].
Sabbah et al. [37] incorporated the measured values of specific heat from the Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) curve into the numerical simulation of a laminar minichan-
nel flow which ensured more accurate values for the latent heat of the MEPCM. They
showed that the presence of MEPCM in the working fluid slows the growth of the thermal
boundary layer and extends the thermal entry length in the channel under the operating
conditions considered. In addition, the dependency of the local heat transfer coefficient
to the PCMs melting zone was quantified under various operating conditions.
This study is a follow-up of the work by Sabbah et al. [37] via extending the appli-
cability of using PCM to micro-scale heat-exchangers by incorporating multi-component
MEPCM slurry as opposed to single MEPCM slurry. Due to the small scale of the tube,
the viscous dissipation is included in the mathematical model of this study. The results
presented in this paper compare the enhancement of heat transfer of PCM slurry flows
to the case of using pure liquid phase water as the working fluid in a forced convection
micro-size tube with constant surface heat flux. Furthermore, this study illustrates the
thermal characteristics of blend of MEPCMs slurry and its distinction from the single
component MEPCM slurry flow. Introducing a blend of MEPCM with different melting
16
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of 2-D representation of axisymmetric numerical domain.
temperature ranges could potentially expand the operatability range of the MEPCM slurry
under certain operating conditions. Finally, the effect of particles encapsulation as well
as the shift in their melting temperature range is investigated in this paper.
3.3 Theory
Figure 3.1 shows the 2D representation of the axi-symmetric numerical domain. The
MEPCM-water slurry, which contains micro-sized particles, enters the tube at a specified
concentration, temperature, and velocity. The slurry temperature increases as it moves
through the tube and reaches the melting temperature of the PCM. When the PCM melts
inside the capsules, the melted PCM remains contained inside the capsules and does not
mix with the carrier fluid. The carrier fluid exhibits lower temperature rise when PCM
melts. The governing equations and assumptions in the numerical model are adapted
from the work by Sabbah et al. [37] with the exception of the viscous dissipation effects
which were neglected in their model but is considered for the current study because of its
importance in microscales. In addition, the slurry properties formulations are revised to
accommodate for the multi-component (blend) of PCMs in the slurry. The actual melting
curves used for the latent heat of MEPCM particles are obtained from the differential
scanning calorimeter (DSC) of Sinha-Ray et al. [2].
The basic approach consists of solving the standard steady state dimensionless con-
tinuity, Navier-Stokes and energy equations with variable fluid properties for the Newto-
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Table 3.1: Summary of dimensionless hydrodynamic and energy boundary conditions.
 Inlet 
(z=0)  
Outlet 
(z=L/2Ri)  
Axis 
(r=0)  
Tube inner 
walls (r=1/2)  
Tube outer 
walls (r=Ro/2Ri) 
Hydrodynamic  
 
 
 
 
       _ 
Energy  
 
 
 
 
 
 
0=θ
1=zu
0=ru
0=∂ θz
0=P
0=∂ zzu
0=∂ θ
r
0=ru
0=∂ zru
sθθ =
θθ rssr f ∂=∂
0=zu
0=ru
ssr
f=∂ θ
nian fluid zone
r  u = 0 (3.1)
u  r(u) =  rP + 1
Ree
r2u (3.2)
u  r = 1
PreRee
r2 +	vis (3.3)
and solving heat conduction equation for the solid zone,
r2s = 0 (3.4)
where 2Ri, uin, eu2in are the normalization factors for length, velocity, u, and pressure,
P respectively. The dimensionless temperature, , is defined as follows,
 =
T   Tin
q00(2Ri)=kb
(3.5)
In addition, the effective Reynolds number, Ree , and effective Prandtl number, Pre
are defined as,
Ree =
euin(2Ri)
e
; Pre =
ecp;e
kb
(3.6)
The boundary conditions are summarized in Table 3.1. Note that an adiabatic thermal
boundary condition (n r = 0) is applied at the inlet and outlet edges of the solid zone.
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Table 3.2: Physical properties of PCM and he PMMA materials [6].
Material  ρ (kg/m3)  cp (J/kgK)  k (W/m K) 
PMMA  1190  1470  0.21  
PCM 1, PCM 2  870 (solid) – 750 (liquid)  DSC curve  0.20  
 
MEPCM Slurry Properties
The MEPCM properties are calculated from the volume fraction occupied by the PCM
material and the shell as follows,
 =
Vcore
Vp
=
d3core
d3p
(3.7)
 =
core
core + (1  )shell (3.8)
p = core + (1  )shell (3.9)
cp = cp;core + (1  )cp;shell (3.10)
1
kpdp
=
1
kcoredcore
+
dp   dcore
kshelldpdcore
(3.11)
The thermal conductivity of the MEPCM particle given in the last equation is calcu-
lated based on the composite sphere approach [31, 43], where dcore=dp is assumed to be
85% in this work. The encapsulated MEPCM comprises of wax material that is encapsu-
lated inside Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) shell [6]. The MEPCM specific heat data
are adopted from DSC test reported in [2] where the sample rate of data collection was
5oC=min. Since the density and thermal conductivity values for PCM were not avail-
able from [2], they are given based on the values reported in [6] as given in Table 3.2.
Figure 3.2 shows the cp values of MEPCM particles for the two PCMs considered in this
work. It can be seen that there is an approximately 10oC temperature shift between the
two PCMs melting zones. The slurry’s properties are calculated using the superposi-
tion of individual particles and carrier fluid properties. For N component blend slurry,
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 Figure 3.2: Variation of specific heat with temperature for encapsulated PCM1 and PCM2
derived from the heat-flow measurements of Sinha-Ray et [2].
the individual particle mass fraction and the slurry’s effective properties are calculated as
follows,
i =
ip;i
(1  i)water + ip;i (3.12)
eff =
NX
i=1
ip;i +
 
1 
NX
i=1
i
!
water (3.13)
ceff = icp;i + (1  i) cp;water (3.14)
kb = kw
2

1 PNi=1 i+ PNi=1 ikp;ikw h 1PNi=1 i + 2i
2

1 +
PN
i=1 i

+
PN
i=1 ikp;i
kw
h
1PN
i=1 i
  1
i (3.15)
e = water
 
1 
NX
i=1
i   1:16
NX
i=1
i
2
! 2:5
;
NX
i=1
i  0:37 (3.16)
where the formulations for bulk thermal conductivity and viscosity are derived by extend-
ing the models developed by [44] and [45], respectively, for single component slurry. Note
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that Eq. 3.15 is valid for a stationary multi component slurry. Water conductivity is fitted
to a second degree temperature polynomial. Due to the lower particles thermal conduc-
tivity, the static thermal conductivity is lower than that of pure water for higher MEPCM
concentration. However, the slurry of particles suspended in liquid generates micromixing
under shear rate. The micromixing (i.e., microconvection) is a result of particle-particle,
particle-liquid, and particle-wall interactions. These interactions increase the effective
thermal conductivity of the slurry under motion. The experimental and theoretical studies
have been conducted to evaluate the effective thermal conductivity of a single compo-
nent slurry at motion [46,47]. The effective thermal conductivity of the multi-component
slurry flow is specified by the following correlation,
ke = kb
 
1 +B
NX
i=1
iPep;i
m
!
; Pep =
ed2p

(3.17)
where the coefficient B and the exponent m are empirically defined,
B = 3; m = 1:5 Pep < 0:67
B = 1:8; m = 0:18 0:67  Pep  250
B = 3; m = 0:091 Pep > 250 (3.18)
The effective thermal conductivity correlation, given above, shows that the thermal
conductivity is strongly dependent on the particles diameter as well as the shear stress,
e = @u
@y
+ @v
@x
.
The working fluid in this study is water with the following temperature dependent
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properties [48]:
w = 0:002630252T
2 + 1:24115T + 861:6624 (3.19)
cp;w = 8:732238e
 5T 2 + 0:09657741T 2   34:71345T + 8255:769 (3.20)
kw = 9:455182e
 6T 2 + 0:007289006T   0:7245947 (3.21)
The resultant specific heat, cp;e , for the slurry with 15% total concentration of the
single-component and blend PCM is presented in Fig. 3.3. The lower concentration of
individual PCM particles for the case of the blend implies that the peak in the cp curve
occurs at lower values compared to the case of the single-PCM with similar total concen-
tration. This could potentially hinder the potential enhancement of thermal performance
in the region where the flow temperature is within the melting range of the PCM particles.
However, the cp curve also suggests that the effective melting region could be expanded
by using the blend of different PCM particles.
3.4 Results and Discussions
The governing equations are solved using finite volume SIMPLE algorithm. FLUENT
V12 [49] is selected as the primary CFD platform. The MEPCM physical properties are
modified using a user defined function (UDF). The UDF reads the temperature and the
axial velocity gradient in every element from FLUENT and then calculates the MEPCM
physical properties and returns their values to FLUENT. The modified slurry physical
properties calculated by the UDF are updated at every iteration. The velocity and energy
equations are discretized using second-order upwind scheme and the pressure using stan-
dard discretization method. A convergence criterion of 10 7 is used for the governing
equations. The equations are solved with grid independent mesh. The results presented
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 Figure 3.3: Variation of slurrys effective specific heat with temperature for the case of
single component and blend PCM.
Table 3.3: Summary of operating conditions.
Fluid type  V&  (mm3/s)  q” (W/m
2)  Tin  (C )  ξ %  dp (µm)  Ri (µm) 
Pure water  16.7  9946  24  0  -  215  
Slurry with single 
PCM1  16.7  9946  24  15  1, 5, 10  215  
Slurry with two-
component PCMs  16.7  9946  24  7.5+7.5  1, 5, 10  215  
 
in this section correspond to the micro-tube shown in Fig. 3.1 under constant heat flux
applied at the outer wall. The heat-flux of 9; 946W=m2 results in total heating rate of
20W and the temperature of the slurry at the inlet is 24oC. These conditions have been
chosen to make sure that both PCM-1 and PCM-2 will undergo phase change process.
The summary of operating conditions is provided in Table 3.3.
The local heat transfer coefficient over the tube length is presented in Fig.3.4 for
two Single component encapsulated PCM slurries (i.e. S1 and S2) as well as Blend of
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encapsulated PCMs slurry for different PCM particle diameters, dp. Also included in Fig.
3.4 is the calculated heat transfer coefficient for pure water as the working fluid. The
terms S1 and S2 are referred to the encapsulated PCM-1 and PCM-2, respectively, whose
cp curves are provided in Fig. 3.2. The blend PCM is referred to a combination of PCM-1
and PCM-2 with identical concentration. The cp values for the single and two-component
slurry (blend) are depicted in Fig. 3.3. The local heat transfer coefficient is defined based
on the local wall temperature and fluid mean temperature as follows:
h =
q00
Twall   Tm (3.22)
where Tm is the slurry fluid mean temperature,
Tm =
R Ri
0
euzcp;erTdrR Ri
0
euzcp;erdr
(3.23)
As shown in Fig. 3.4, for dp  10m, the local heat transfer coefficients of all
three slurries prevail the water flows counterpart for the entire tube length. Given the
strong dependency of the thermal conductivity of the slurry to the particle diameter (see
Eq. 3.17), the bulk enhancement is attributed, in large part, to the enhanced thermal
conductivity raised by the micro-convection of particles in the slurry. Despite a lower
overall heat transfer coefficient of the slurry flow compared to that of pure water for
dp  5m, the local peaks raised by the melting process narrow the gap between the two.
At dp = 10m, the slurry’s thermal performance surpasses the one for water. Table 3.4
illustrates the qualitative impact of particle diameter on effective thermal conductivity of
slurry for various flow conditions according to Eq. 3.17. The shear stress is approximated
based on inlet velocity and tube diameter (i.e. @u=@r  uin=Ri). It is observed that the
effective thermal conductivity of the slurry remains lower than the case of water (i.e. kw 
0:6W=mK) for dp = 1m and 5m, leading to a diminished heat transfer performance
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Table 3.4: Quantitative impact of particle diameter on slurry’s thermal conductivity.
V& (mm3/s)  dp (µm)  Pep  keff (W/mK)  
16.7 1  0.0696 0.5082 
16.7 5  1.7390 0.7026 
16.7 10  6.9561 0.7593 
 
of the slurry flow for this diameter range.
The local enhancements, however, are the result of augmented heat-capacity as the
particles undergo the phase change process along the channel. It will be shown later
that as the particle diameter shrinks, the bulk enhancement diminishes resulting in lower
overall heat transfer coefficient throughout the tube. The net enhancement in average
heat transfer coefficient, h, as a function of particle diameter, dp is presented in Fig. 3.5
which shows that while for smaller particle diameters, the slurry flow suffers from a lower
effective thermal conductivity associated with the presence of MEPCM particles, the en-
hancement of  25% is achieved for same operating conditions when larger particles are
used.
In addition to the bulk enhancement provoked by enhanced effective conductivity,
there is slight enhancement of heat transfer performance of blend slurry compared to
the S1 slurry around 0:25 < z=l < 0:6 which is due to the peak in cp curve, raised by
the presence of PCM-2 over lower temperature range (see Fig. 3.3). The enhancement,
however, is followed by a dip in thermal performance of blend PCM around 0:6 < z=l <
0:9. The degradation is, in large part, due to the lower peak of cp at this temperature range
compared to the S1 component PCM-1 as the concentration of each PCM is halved for
the case of blend slurry.
The comparison of thermal characteristics of the blend slurry and S2 slurry is pre-
sented in Fig. 3.6 which helps in a a better understanding of the physics associated with
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Figure 3.4: Local heat transfer coefficient for MEPCM slurries of different types and
different particle diameters. The heat transfer coefficient for pure-water is also presented
for comparison.
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Figure 3.5: The net enhancement in average heat transfer coefficient as a function of
particle diamater for different slurries.
these slurry flows. Specifically, the heat transfer coefficient along the channel changes
consistently with the changes of specific heat. For example, in the vicinity of 0:25 <
z=l < 0:6, the slurry with single PCM-2 reaches its highest values of cp near the wall
which results in a slow down of the rate of temperature rise at the wall, while the bulk
temperature has not been raised enough to enable PCM melting within the channel. This
slow down results in a reduction of temperature difference between the wall and the bulk,
hence higher local heat transfer coefficients. On the other hand, as one gets closer to the
area around 0:6 < z=l < 0:9, neither of the bulk temperature or the wall temperature
are around the melting zone of the PCM; the wall has passed the melting zone and the
bulk is yet to reach it. Therefore the difference between the two temperatures is escalated
resulting in lower values of local heat transfer. Finally, there is an augmentation in the
heat transfer coefficient close to the end of the tube which is attributed to the fluid bulk
temperature rise away from the wall, enabling the PCM in that area to go through phase
change. Again, there will be a slight change in the rate of bulk temperature increase so
the difference of wall temperature and bulk temperature will decrease. At this point and
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 Figure 3.6: Variation of temperature, temperature difference and cp;e along the tubes wall
and axis for the case of encapsulated S2 slurry with dp = 10m.
as the PCM liquidates completely, the heat transfer coefficient for all of the cases reach
the same value. Furthermore, it is observed that the variation of specific heat along the
axis lags the counterpart along along the wall due to the axis lower temperature. On the
other hand, the specific heat on the axis moves towards its maximum along the same path
which subdues the rate of temperature increase along the axis. As the result, the tempera-
ture difference peaks where the maximum of one curve coexists with the minimum of the
other; at z=l  0:75. This explanation can be expanded in a similar fashion for behaviors
observed in Fig. 3.4 for heat transfer coefficient.
The variation of local and average heat transfer coefficient with MEPCM concentra-
tion and their comparison to that of pure water is presented in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8, respec-
tively. For all these cases, the particle diameter is maintained at dp = 10m. As expected,
higher MEPCM concentration results in higher overall heat transfer coefficient. In addi-
tion, the blend slurry performs intermediary to either of the single-component slurries (see
Fig. 3.8), though the distinction almost disappears for low MEPCM concentrations. It is
worth emphasizing that the net enhancement achieved by increasing the MEPCM con-
centration is the net effect of favorably enhanced specific heat and thermal conductivity
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against the adverse impact of the increase in liquid viscosity as one goes to higher con-
centration. Higher concentrations are not investigated in this work as the fluid is believed
to behave non-Newtonian for  > 20%.
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Figure 3.7: Local heat transfer coefficient for MEPCM slurries of different types and
different MEPCM concentrations. The heat transfer coefficient for pure-water is also
presented for comparison.
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3.5 Conclusions
In this study, the fundamental governing equations for properties of a slurry containing a
blend of multi-component phase change materials were introduced by extending the avail-
able equations currently used in literature for single component slurry. In addition, basic
understanding of heat transfer characteristics of the slurry containing a two-component
blend of PCMs vs. a single component slurry was investigated. The role of particle diam-
eter on the effective thermal conductivity was studied as well. Moreover, it is shown that
changes in the heat transfer coefficient are highly dependent on the values of the effec-
tive thermal conductivity as well as the specific heat capacity of the blend which varies
according to the temperature profile of the slurry along the tube. The net enhancement in
the thermal performance of the slurry flow was found to depend on the MEPCM particle
diameter as well as its concentration. Furthermore, although at some locations the blend
slurry showed a higher heat transfer coefficient compared to each of the single slurry
cases, its overall heat transfer enhancement falls between the ones provided by either of
the single-component slurry counterpart.
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Chapter 4
Numerical Study of Liquid Film Flow
Evaporation in the Presence of MEPCM
4.1 Objectives
This chapter numerically investigates the heat transfer characteristics of a meso-scale liq-
uid film slurry flow containing micro encapsulated phase change material (MEPCM) in
the presence of evaporation. During the evaporation process of the base fluid, the concen-
tration of MEPCM in the slurry film increases as it flows along a heated plate, resulting
in a continuous variation of its effective thermal properties. The effect of MEPCM on the
evolution of the liquid film thickness under different operating conditions is presented.
This study also provides an understanding towards delaying of the dry-out condition in
slurry liquid film flow evaporation compared to that of the pure fluid.
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4.2 Introduction
Recently, few researchers have investigated the effect of MEPCM for heat transfer en-
hancement of micro- and mini-channel flows using numerical techniques (e.g. [36,40,41,
50]). Sabbah et al. [37] numerically studied the performance of water-based slurry in a
rectangular channel and conducted a comprehensive parametric study to quantify the heat
transfer enhancement obtained by MEPCM over a wide range of operating conditions.
They also validated their numerical model against experimental measurements under var-
ious operating conditions [38].
Recent studies on the pure two-phase fluid flow and evaporation heat transfer in mi-
crochannels include both numerical and experimental works (see e.g. [51–54]). While
finding the threshold of transition from macro-scale to micro-scale heat transfer remains
one of the controversial topics in this area [52, 55], there is a consensus that in contrast
to microscale where nucleate boiling controls the evaporation heat transfer, macrochan-
nel evaporation could be dominated by liquid film evaporation convection under certain
operating conditions [56]. In addition to extensive experimental studies conducted to
characterize the heat transfer of evaporating flows in micro- and macro-scales, there are
valuable analytical works to predict these characteristics, especially under thin film evap-
oration regimes. In the context of numerical simulations of two-phase flows, Lakehal
et al. [57] presented a very comprehensive review of the trends in the development of
prediction methods for multiphase flows based on the DNS of interface dynamics and
inter-phase heat and mass transfer and introduced their new boundary fitting method as
a new approach for exploring the inter-phase heat and mass transfer mechanisms. Fi-
nally, there are very few publications on enhancement of heat transfer of evaporating
two-phase flows with micro- and nano-particles. Zhao et al. [58] developed an analytical
model and studied the effect of nanofluids on thin film evaporation in microchannels and
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concluded that the nanoparticle deposited porous coating layer improves the surface wet-
tability while significantly reducing the thin film evaporation with increasing coated layer
thickness due to the thermal resistance across this layer.
To the best knowledge of the author, no previous study has numerically investigate the
effect of presence of MEPCM in the carrier fluid on transport characteristics of an evap-
orating liquid-film flow. In the current work, the flow and heat transfer characteristics
of a meso-scale slurry liquid film flow containing MEPCM in the presence of evapora-
tion of the carrier fluid is numerically studied and the results are compared to those of
the evaporation of pure liquid film flow. This study also provides an understanding to-
wards delaying of the dry-out condition in liquid film flow evaporation by increasing the
effective latent heat value of the base working fluid via the addition of MEPCM.
4.3 Theory
Figure 4.1 shows the 2D representation of the numerical domain of a meso-scale liquid
film flow. The MEPCM-R134a (1,1,1,2-Tetrafluoroethane) slurry film enters the channel
at a specified particle concentration with a known temperature and a known base fluid
(stratified liquid/vapor fluid flow) quality. Furthermore, the fluid velocity at the both
vapor and liquid phases are specified at the channel entrance. The vapor phase velocity is
determined based on the entry two-phase fluid quality and the corresponding liquid film
velocity. When the PCM undergoes phase change inside the capsules, the melted PCM
remains contained inside the capsules and does not mix with the carrier fluid. The carrier
fluid exhibits lower temperature rise when PCM melts. However, the concentration of the
particles increases as the carrier fluid (R-134a) evaporates. It is also worth to mention that
at the operating temperature range, the PCM does not evaporate. Moreover, the MEPCM
thermal expansion effect is minimal and is neglected. Finally, the fluid is in contact with a
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solid zone of finite thickness (heated from below), leading to a conjugate set of equations
for heat transfer. The following additional assumptions are imposed onto the model:
1. Flow is assumed to be 2D, steady, laminar and incompressible.
2. The MEPCM-R134a slurry with spherical particles behaves Newtonian. Previous
studies have shown that such behavior can be assumed for spherical particle volu-
metric concentrations of up to 25% [59].
3. For the particulate film flow, single-phase continuum flow model is assumed since
the Stokes number, St, is below unity.
4. MEPCM particles are assumed to be uniformly distributed by the height of the
liquid film.
5. The MEPCM particles do not conglomerate or settle on the channel wall.
6. The microconvection caused by the particle-particle, particle-fluid, and particle-
wall interactions is lumped together, and its effect is accounted by an effective
thermal conductivity.
7. Viscous dissipation is included, although with the current operating conditions it is
negligible and could be ignored.
8. The liquid film remains attached to the wall.
The basic approach consists of solving the standard Navier-Stokes and energy equa-
tions with variable fluid properties for the liquid and vapor zones. These equations consist
of the global continuity, momentum, and energy equations. The global continuity equa-
tion is defined as follows:
r  u = 0 (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of 2-D representation of the numerical domain.(not to scale)
In the case of a stratified two-phase fluid flow, a one-fluid Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) for-
mulation is adapted to solve for the volume fraction of vapor phase, , and hence for the
liquid phase as well through the following continuity equations,
u  rv = _mevap (4.2)
u  r(1  )l =   _mevap (4.3)
where  = 1 indicates that the given computational cell is full of vapor and 0 <  < 1
represents the interface between the liquid and vapor phases. Based on the local value
of , the corresponding fluid properties and variables will be assigned to each control
volume within the domain:
m = v + (1  )l;e (4.4)
m = v + (1  )l;e (4.5)
km = kv + (1  )kl;e (4.6)
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where the subscriptm stands for the properties of the liquid-vapor mixture. Note that the
effective liquid slurry properties, referred by the subscript l; e will be explained in the
next section.
The mass source term in the continuity equations (4.2) and (4.3), _mevap, is the mass
transferred from liquid phase to the vapor phase through the evaporation process and can
be obtained as follows:
_mevap =
 q00intn^  r
hfgjrj (4.7)
where hfg is the latent heat of evaporation for the carrier fluid at the corresponding satu-
ration temperature and q00int is the net heat transfer across liquid-vapor interface. As a first
order approximation,
q00intn^ =  kmrT (4.8)
Therefore, the mass source is defined as:
_mevap =
km (rT  r)
hfgjrj (4.9)
It should be noted that the values of hfg only correspond to that of pure R134a, and
not of the slurry, since the MEPCM does not contribute to evaporation. The PCM is
encapsulated and furthermore, its boiling point is at a much higher temperature ( 643
K) at the corresponding conditions.
In the VOF model, a single set of momentum equations is shared by each phase (liq-
uid/vapor) of the fluid, and the volume fraction of each phase is tracked throughout the
domain:
u  r(mu) =  rP + mr2u (4.10)
where u is the velocity vector and m is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid/vapor mixture.
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The following energy equation governs the temperature distribution of the fluid (liquid
and vapor phases):
mcp;m(u  rT ) = kmr2T +	vis + SE (4.11)
where T represents the temperature field inside the fluid and the second term in the right
hand side represents the viscous dissipation that can be expressed in the following form:
	vis = m
"
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 
@u
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
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@y
2!
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
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@y
+
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@x
2#
(4.12)
The energy source term, SE is defined as follows:
SE =   _mevaphfg (4.13)
The heated solid temperature distribution is obtained through the following equation:
r2Ts = 0 (4.14)
where Ts represents the temperature field in the solid zone. The boundary conditions are
summarized in Table 4.1. At the interface between the fluid and the bottom wall as well
as for the channel top wall, the no slip and no permeability conditions are imposed for
the velocity field. At the channel inlet, the corresponding liquid and vapor velocities as
well as the saturation temperature are prescribed (see x 4.4), while the pressure boundary
condition controls the outlet condition. The boundary condition imposed at the liquid/-
solid interface is the result of conjugate heat-exchange at this zone and guarantees the
continuity of heat-flux across the interface. Finally, a constant heat flux is applied to the
exterior of the bottom wall while its two sides remain insulated.
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Table 4.1: Summary of hydrodynamic and energy boundary conditions.
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Table 4.2: Physical properties of the MEPCM core, PS shell and R134a
Material  ρ (kg/m
3
)   cp  (J/kgK) k (W/mK) 
PCM 870 (solid)-750 (liquid) DSC curve 0.200 
Polystyrene (PS) 1040 1300 0.105 
Pure R134a (liquid) 1159.9 1480 0.076 
Pure R134a (vapor) 45.8 1117 0.015 
 
MEPCM Slurry Properties
TheMEPCM comprises of paraffin wax that is encapsulated inside Polystyrene (PS) shell.
The physical properties of the PS shell, MEPCM core and R134a as the carrier fluid are
provided in Table 4.2 [2, 6, 60]. Polysterene shell is compatible with R134a [61]. Also,
the thermal stability of polystyrene microcapsules containing paraffin wax up to approx-
imately 408K has been confirmed according to TGA (Thermogravimetric Analysis) and
DSC analysis by [62].
TheMEPCM properties are calculated from the volume fraction occupied by the PCM
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material and the shell as follows,
 =
Vcore
Vp
=
d3core
d3p
(4.15)
 =
core
core + (1  )shell (4.16)
p = core + (1  )shell (4.17)
cp = cp;core + (1  )cp;shell (4.18)
1
kpdp
=
1
kcoredcore
+
dp   dcore
kshelldpdcore
(4.19)
The volume fraction of PCM material in the MEPCM particle, , is calculated based on
dcore=dp = 85% where dp = 10m in this work as provided in Table 4.3. The MEPCM
densities as calculated by Eq. (4.17) vary between 862.0 and 935.6 kg=m3 for the liquid
and solid state of PCM, respectively, which are lower than the density of the carrier fluid
(R134a). However, with the maximum percent difference of 25%, it is assumed that the
MEPCM particles are buoyant in the meso-scale liquid film. It could be possible to simply
assign artificial value to the MEPCM density to make it very close to the working fluid.
However, our intention was to stay with the real measured values. The MEPCM spe-
cific heat data are adopted from differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements
reported in [2]. The MEPCM measured DSC curve is directly incorporated into the nu-
merical simulation which ensures more accurate values for the latent heat of the MEPCM.
Figure 4.2 shows the corresponding DSC data for the cp values of MEPCM particles con-
sidered in this work. The thermal conductivity of the MEPCM particle given in Eq. (4.19)
is calculated based on the composite sphere approach [31, 43].
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Figure 4.2: Variation of the specific heat of PCM with temperature [2].
The slurry’s properties are calculated using the following equations:
 =
p
(1  )cf + p (4.20)
e = p + (1  ) cf (4.21)
ce =  cp + (1  ) ccf (4.22)
kb = kcf
2 (1  ) + kp
kcf
h
1

+ 2
i
2 +  + kp
kcf
h
1

  1
i (4.23)
e = cf
 
1     1:162 2:5 (4.24)
where the formulations for bulk thermal conductivity and viscosity are derived by ex-
tending the models developed by [44] and [45], respectively. The micromixing (i.e.,
microconvection) is a result of particle-particle, particle-liquid, and particle-wall inter-
actions. These interactions increase the effective thermal conductivity of the slurry under
motion. The experimental and theoretical studies have been conducted and reported in the
literature to evaluate the effective thermal conductivity at motion. The effective thermal
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Figure 4.3: Variation of slurry’s specific heat with temperature for the case of pure R134a,
5% and 15% MEPCM slurry.
conductivity of the slurry flow can be obtained by the following correlation [46, 47],
ke = kb (1 + BPep
m) ; Pep =
ed2p

(4.25)
where the coefficient B and the exponentm are empirically defined as follows,
B = 3; m = 1:5 Pep < 0:67
B = 1:8; m = 0:18 0:67  Pep  250
B = 3; m = 0:091 Pep > 250 (4.26)
The effective thermal conductivity correlation, given above, shows that the thermal
conductivity is strongly dependent on the particle’s diameter as well as the shear stress,
e = @u
@y
+ @v
@x
. The resultant specific heat, cp, for the slurry with 15% volume concentration
of MEPCM is presented in Fig. 4.3.
The concentration of the MEPCM particles in the slurry varies along the channel
due to evaporation of the carrier fluid (R134a). This process is formulated through the
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following equation:
(x) =
_mp
_m(x)cf + _mp
(4.27)
where (x) is the local mass fraction of the MEPCM in the slurry and _m(x)cf is the liquid
mass flow rate at any given liquid film cross section and is related to the evaporation rate
through:
_m(x)cf = _m(x x)cf   _m(x)evap (4.28)
where _mevap is the evaporation mass flux as previously defined in Eq. (4.9). Finally, x
corresponds to the size of the computational grid in the axial direction. One can obtain the
MEPCM particle volumetric concentration in the slurry, (x), by substituting Eq. (4.27)
in Eq. (4.20).
4.4 Operating Conditions
A summary of the operating conditions is provided in Table 4.3 for the pure base fluid
and the slurry. The solid bottom wall is considered to be made of a 0:0005m thick copper
block heated from below. In all the cases presented in this section, the liquid film thick-
ness at the inlet is maintained at l;in = 0:001mwhich represents a meso-scale film height.
The vapor phase thickness at the entrance is selected to be, v;in = 0:015m, to avoid inter-
face instabilities [63]. Thus, the channel height was assumed to be H = 0:016m. These
dimensions, along with the prescribed values of liquid mass flux, Gin = 10kg=m2:s, and
inlet vapor quality of 0:02, determine the inlet liquid velocity of ul;in = 0:043m=s and
inlet vapor velocity of uv;in = 0:005m=s. The inlet velocities of the liquid and vapor
phases for the higher mass flux of Gin = 20kg=m2:s and same inlet vapor quality are
ul;in = 0:086m=s and uv;in = 0:010m=s, respectively.
The inlet temperature of the carrier fluid is set to be the saturation temperature which
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Table 4.3: Summary of the operating conditions.
 
Pure R134a Slurry with MEPCM
Tin [K ] 310 310
G [kg/m2.s] 10, 20 10, 20
q” [W/m2.K] 200, 400, 600 200, 400, 600
ξ % 0 5, 15
dp (μm) - 10
is selected to be consistent with the melting range of the MEPCM. The implication of
this selection of saturation temperature is that the incoming liquid is pressurized to values
beyond the atmospheric conditions (i.e., Psat = 0:93MPa). Different wall heat fluxes of
q00 = 200, 400 and 600W=m2 are considered under the same flow conditions. These val-
ues of the wall heat flux are chosen to avoid transition to boiling regime since the boiling
phase-change at higher heat fluxes is beyond the scope of this paper. In addition, for a
given wall heat flux, the fluid mass flux at the inlet is varied to illustrate the effect of liquid
convection on liquid film thickness change and the resultant heat transfer performance.
For the MEPCM slurry cases, two inlet concentrations of in = 5% and in = 15% for
particle size of dp = 10m are considered.
4.5 Numerical Technique
The governing equations were solved using FLUENT V14 [49] as the primary CFD plat-
form and the VOF method was selected for solving the multiphase model. The MEPCM
physical properties were modified using a user defined function (UDF). The UDF reads
the temperature and the velocity gradient in every element from FLUENT and then calcu-
lates the MEPCM physical properties and returns their values to FLUENT. The modified
slurry physical properties calculated by the UDF are updated at every iteration. The UDF
also incorporates the essential source terms for continuity equation and energy equation
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for the evaporation process and defines the variation of the MEPCM concentration in the
slurry according to the evaporation rate along the interface. The interface is tracked by
calculating the gradient of volume fraction of the fluid within the entire domain which
returns non zero values only across the interface. The velocity and energy equations are
discretized using second-order upwind scheme and the pressure using Standard discretiza-
tion method. The pressure-momentum coupling is conducted through PISO method. The
numerical domain consists of 57,600 quadrilateral cells with progressively increasing res-
olution near the wall boundaries and in the vicinity of the liquid-vapor interface. A con-
vergence criteria of 10 7 is used for the momentum and energy conservation governing
equations. Finally, the results presented in the following section correspond to a grid-
independent solution associated with the given set of operating conditions.
4.6 Results and Discussions
The results presented in this section correspond to the evaporation of a meso-scale liquid
film flow as shown in Fig. 4.1. For all the figures presented in this section, the coordinates
and the liquid film thickness are normalized with respect to the thickness of the liquid
film at the inlet (i.e. x = x=l;in , y = y=l;in and  = =l;in). The local heat transfer
coefficient is defined based on the difference in the interface temperature of the liquid
film and the heated wall as,
h(x) =
q00w
Tw(x)  Tsat (4.29)
The prediction of the current numerical model for the pure base fluid is validated against
the classical Nusselt evaporation theory for falling liquid film [3] since no data were
available for horizontal liquid film flow studied here. The theoretical model is developed
for a laminar liquid film flowing over a vertical plate subject to a constant temperature
that is above the saturation temperature of the incoming liquid. The Nusselt evaporation
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theory for falling liquid film yields the following relation for the evolution of liquid film
thickness and average heat transfer coefficient along the plate,
(x) =

3l (x)
l(l   v)g
1=3
(4.30)
hx
kl

2l
l(l   v)g
1=3
=

4
3
4=3
Re0   Rex
Re
4=3
0   Re4=3x
 (4.31)
where Rex is the local film Reynolds number based on the local liquid mass flow,  (x),
which can be related to the operating conditions through,
Re4=3x = Re
4=3
0   4

4
3
4=3
kl (Tw   Tsat)x

4=3
l hfg

l (l   v) g
3l
1=3
(4.32)
Figure 4.4 shows the comparison of the numerical model prediction for local liquid
film thickness and average heat transfer coefficient against the values obtained from Eqs.
(4.30) and (4.31) for Tw Tsat = 5K and l;in = 40m which results in Re0 = 4 0=l =
38:3. In general, a good agreement is observed except for the region close to the entrance.
The disparities in this region are attributed to the fact that in the Nusselt evaporation
theory for falling liquid film, the inertia (i.e. convection) terms are ignored.
The role of MEPCM particles on the heat transfer characteristics of the liquid film flow
evaporation is explored via comparison of temperature distribution as well as quantifying
the heat transfer coefficient and liquid film thickness under the operating conditions stated
in Table. 4.3. The temperature distribution as well as the variation of liquid film thickness
profile along the heated plate are presented in Figs. 4.5a and 4.5b for the two cases of
pure R134a and MEPCM slurry. The liquid film encounters a less pronounced variation
along the heated plate for the case of slurry compared to the pure refrigerant. In addition,
the temperature gradient in both stream-wise and spanwise directions is suppressed as the
result of addition of MEPCM to the liquid. These observations can be explained by the
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of current numerical model and Nusselt theory for falling film
evaporation [3] for the evolution of liquid film thickness and local average heat transfer
coefficient.
variation of liquid Peclet number which is defined as follows:
Pel = RelPrl =
ul;inl;in
e
; e =
ke
ece
(4.33)
where e is the effective thermal diffusivity of the liquid phase. Figure 4.6 shows that
the Pel associated with both slurry cases is substantially larger than the pure R134a coun-
terpart, with a gradual increase along the channel length. The larger Pel value for slurry
cases is primarily due to the enhanced specific heat of the liquid film ( 2400 J=kg:K
for slurry vs.  1500 J=kg:K for pure R-134a), although the reduction in the effective
thermal conductivity (i.e.  0:060 W=m:K for slurry vs.  0:076 W=m:K for pure
R-134a) is also contributing to such behavior. As the result of larger Pel, the convec-
tion term dominates the energy transfer in the fluid region (i.e. see Eq. (4.11)), which
in turn, suppresses the temperature gradient in both stream-wise and spanwise directions
as observed in Fig. 4.5b. Furthermore, the gradual increase of Pel along the channel is
attributed to the increase in the effective specific heat of the fluid as the MEPCM particles
undergo melting phase change as the result of temperature rise. It is worth noting that the
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Figure 4.5: Temperature distribution and interface profile for q00w = 400W=m
2 and Gin =
10kg=m2:s for (a) pure R134a and (b) in = 15%MEPCM slurry.
rise in the value of Pel along the channel is due to the fact that the operating tempera-
tures fall into the ascending part of cp curve in Fig. 4.3. Note that the liquid-vapor phase
change (hence variation in liquid film thickness) is a direct consequence of temperature
difference across the liquid-vapor interface which is more prominent in the case of pure
refrigerant as the result of lower Pel values.
Figures 4.7a and 4.7b quantify the changes in the liquid film thickness along the chan-
nel for two levels of MEPCM concentration (Fig. 4.7a) and liquid mass fluxes (Fig. 4.7b).
As shown in Fig. 4.7a, compared to the case of pure R134a, the presence of MEPCM re-
sults in 15% and 20% increase in the liquid film thickness at the end of the evaporation
section for in = 5% and in = 15% MEPCM inlet concentrations, respectively. The
thicker liquid film at the end of the evaporation section suggests that the liquid film is
less susceptible to dry-out in the presence of MEPCM for the same applied heat to the
working fluid. It is observed by numerical simulation that the length of the evaporation
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section can be extended by 29.0% and 37.5%, respectively, for in = 5% and in = 15%
slurries in order to result in the same liquid film thickness as that of the pure R134a at
the end of the evaporation section. As explained above, this is the direct consequence of
larger Pel values for MEPCM slurry compared to that of the base fluid. As the slurry flow
passes along the channel, portion of the applied heat through the solid zone is stored in
the MEPCM particles, resulting in a smaller temperature rise inside the liquid film. This
effect is augmented along the heated surface as the effective specific heat of the liquid in-
creases with the increase in the MEPCM concentration. While a similar trend is observed
for higher liquid mass fluxes in Fig. 4.7b, the overall rate of evaporation is decreased (for
same amount of applied heat flux) as the result of higher liquid film velocity and further
dominance of liquid convection along the evaporation path.
The local heat transfer coefficient for MEPCM slurry is illustrated in Figs. 4.8a and
4.8b. Significant heat transfer augmentation is obtained in the case of MEPCM slurry
compared to that of pure working fluid which corresponds to the smaller difference be-
tween the liquid/wall interface temperature and the fluid saturation temperature for the
slurry fluid. As stated previously, the presence of MEPCM and the associated large Pel
result in smaller temperature rise for a given amount of heat. Moreover, both pure R134a
and MEPCM slurries show a larger heat transfer coefficient at a higher inlet mass flux due
to the higher convection heat transfer along the channel.
The MEPCM concentration increases up to 5% of the initial value at the outlet of the
channel as illustrated in Fig. 4.9 under the corresponding operating conditions considered
here. The higher wall heat flux results in a higher rate of evaporation of the base fluid and
hence a higher concentration of the particles at the end of the heated wall.
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Figure 4.8: Variation of evaporation heat transfer coefficient along the channel for q00w =
400W=m2: (a) effect of MEPCM inlet concentration,  and (b) effect of liquid inlet mass
flux, G.
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4.7 Conclusions
The heat transfer characteristics of evaporating liquid film under constant wall heat flux
in the presence of MEPCM particles was numerically investigated. The formulation of
thermodynamic properties of the slurry in the presence of film evaporation was presented
and linked to the variation of MEPCM concentration along the channel. It was shown
that the liquid film encounters a less pronounced decline of thickness in the presence of
MEPCM particles compared to that of pure liquid film under similar operating conditions
which is attributed to the augmented liquid Peclet number of the slurry flow. Furthermore,
it was concluded that the heat transfer coefficient enhances in the presence of MEPCM
particles in the slurry. A more profound effect of MEPCM phase change is expected if
one operates the system at temperatures closer to the peak melting temperature of the
MEPCM. In addition to an enhanced heat transfer coefficient, it was shown that one of
the advantages of adding MEPCM particles is to delay the potential dry-out in liquid film
evaporation regime.
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Chapter 5
Natural Convection in an Enclosure
with MEPCM
5.1 Objective
The present work is a numerical and experimental study to investigate the effect of using
micro-encapsulated phase change materials (MEPCMs) on the heat transfer characteris-
tics of a liquid in a rectangular enclosure driven by natural convection. A comparison has
been made between pure water and the MEPCM slurry. While the natural convection flow
of pure water is induced due to the mere change in the density of the liquid, the MEPCM
slurry flow is due to the combination of the density change of the carrier fluid as well
as the change in the density of the MEPCM particles during its melting and solidifica-
tion. The numerical model is validated against experimental measurements over a range
of operating conditions.
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5.2 Introduction
The subject of natural convection heat transfer has been studied by many researchers
over many decades. Recently, this subject has received attention particulary in the areas
of heat dissipation from electronic packages and issues related to the thermal design of
these devices [64]. Moreover, natural convection plays an important role in different
applications such as solar collectors and chemical vapor deposition reactors [65].
In an experimental study by Inaba et al. [66], the stability of Rayleigh-Benard convec-
tion was investigated in rectangular enclosures filled with MEPCM slurry. They reported
that the critical Rayleigh number decreases with the PCM mass concentration while the
PCM is in phase change and the maximum Nusselt number can be reached for all of the
slurries while the heating plate is controlled at a temperature that most of the PCM is
in phase change process. Omari et al. [67] numerically modeled the natural convection
dominated melting of a PCM inside an enclosure. They studied the effect of geometrical
shape of the container and the relative location of the cold wall on the heat transfer and
flow pattern. It was shown that for thin containers, the region of melting PCM shifts to
the top while in wider containers, this region expands horizontally. Sabbah et al. [48]
conducted a detailed numerical study on the effect of PCM on the heat transfer character-
istics of a fluid in a rectangular cavity driven by natural convection. The use of multiple
PCMs with different melting range in the blend slurry was introduced by [68] where they
presented the governing equations for the properties of the blend slurry and showed that
depending on the melting temperature range of each PCM, the blend slurry could provide
locally higher heat transfer coefficient compared to each of the single slurry cases.
This work is an extension of the previous work [48]. The theoretical model is modified
to account for the buoyancy driven liquid flow based on the actual temperature change as
opposed to the previously adapted Boussinesq approximation. In addition, an experimen-
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tal study is conducted to validate the numerical model and provide physical insight into
the interaction between the MEPCM particles and the natural convection flow.
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5.3 Numerical Study
5.3.1 Theory
Figure 5.1 shows the 3D representation of the numerical domain. The rectangular con-
tainer has a width of W=5 cm, height of H=13 cm and length of L=4 cm. The governing
equations and assumptions in the numerical model are adapted from the work by Sabbah
et al. [48].
The following assumptions are imposed into the model:
1. Flow of water and the MEPCM slurry in the enclosure is assumed to be steady state,
laminar and incompressible.
2. The MEPCM-water slurry behaves as a Newtonian fluid for MEPCM volumetric
concentrations below 25% [59].
3. For the particulate flow, single-phase flow model is assumed since Stokes number
St is below unity.
4. The actual density variation profile as a function of temperature is used instead
of the Boussinesq approximation for density. The numerical results for case of
pure water is verified against the case with Boussinesq approximation for density
to assure the validity of the functions used for density variation.
5. The encapsulation shell that encompasses the PCM has enough mechanical flexi-
bility to accommodates the volumetric thermal expansion of the phase change ma-
terial.
6. The microconvection caused by the particle-particle, particle-fluid, and particle-
wall interactions is lumped together, and its effect is accounted by an effective
thermal conductivity.
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 Figure 5.1: Schematic of the numerical domain and the boundary conditions.
7. The melting curve used for the latent heat of MEPCM particles is obtained from
the differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) of PureTemp [4].
The numerical model consists of a conjugate set of transport equations where the
energy equation is solved for both the liquid phase and for within the solid components
of the enclosure wall. To that extend, the steady state non-dimensional continuity and
momentum equations for the fluid with variable properties take the following form,
r  u = 0 (5.1)
u  r (eu) =  rP +r2 (eu) + g (5.2)
where u is the velocity vector. The subscript e stands for the effective properties of the
slurry as given in the next section. The energy equation for the temperature distribution
inside the fluid zone and takes the following form:
u  r (ecp;eT ) = ker2T (5.3)
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Figure 5.2: Schematic description of fluid and thermal boundary conditions for the present
numerical model.
Finally, the Laplace equation governs the temperature distribution within the two solid
zones components:
r2TsC = 0 (5.4)
r2TsI = 0 (5.5)
where TsC and TsI , respectively, represent the temperature field within the copper zone
and the insulation zone (see Fig. 5.1). The boundary conditions are shown schematically
in Fig. 5.2. Note that the insulation solid zone is exposed to the ambient air of temperature
T1 and the convection heat transfer coefficient, ha, approximated to be  10W=m2K. In
addition, on the cold side, the heat exchange occurs between the cold plate and coolant
liquid with heat transfer coefficient, hconv;W , approximated through turbulent flow Nusselt
number approximation for internal flow. The applied heat flux on the heated side is q00.
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5.3.2 MEPCM Slurry Properties
TheMEPCM comprises of waxmaterial that is encapsulated inside Polymethyl-methacrylate
(PMMA) shell [6]. The physical properties of the PCM core and the PMMA shell are
provided in Table 5.1. The MEPCM properties are calculated from the volume fraction
occupied by the PCM material and the shell as follows,
 =
Vcore
Vp
=
d3core
d3p
(5.6)
 =
core
core + (1  )shell (5.7)
p = core + (1  )shell (5.8)
cp = cp;core + (1  )cp;shell (5.9)
1
kpdp
=
1
kcoredcore
+
dp   dcore
kshelldpdcore
(5.10)
The volume fraction of PCM material in the MEPCM particle, , is calculated based on
dcore=dp = 85% where dp = 10m in this work. The density of the PCM in the core of
particles in Eq. 5.11 encompasses the volumetric changes due to temperature variation
and can be written as a function of particles densities at liquid and solid states:
core = l + (1  )s (5.11)
where  is the liquid fraction of the PCM in the core of the particle, as expressed in Eq.
5.12 and l and s are the densities of the PCM at liquid and solid states, respectively.
 =
R T
Ts
cp;coredTR Tl
Ts
cp;coredT
(5.12)
The density variation of the PCM core material due to the phase change (from solid to liq-
uid and vice versa) is incorporated into the numerical model by representing the density
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Table 5.1: Physical properties of the PCM and the PMMA materialTable 1. Physical properties of the PCM and the PM A material [19]
Material  (kg/m3) cp (J/kgK) k (W/m K)
PMMA  1190  1470  0.21  
PCM 1, PCM 2  870 (solid) – 750 (liquid)  DSC curve  0.20  
 
Figure 5.3: DSC curves for the MEPCM used in this study [4].
as a function of temperature. This density variation requires the corresponding change in
the volume of the particle through the expansion of the PMMA shell. However, since the
particle diameter is related to the power of 1/3 of the volumetric change, it is not incor-
porated into the model and a constant value of particle diameter is used throughout the
model. As an example, for the particle size of dp = 10m, the maximum correspond-
ing change in the particle diameter due to phase change is 2:5%. The MEPCM specific
heat data are adopted from DSC measurements reported in [4]. Figure 5.3.2 shows the
DSC curves of the PCMs considered in this work. The heat flow values on the DSC
curve are proportional to the specific heat of the material. The thermal conductivity of the
MEPCM particle given in the last equation is calculated based on the composite sphere
approach [31, 43].
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The slurry’s properties are calculated using the following equations:
 =
p
(1  )cf + p (5.13)
e = p + (1  ) cf (5.14)
ce =  cp + (1  ) ccf (5.15)
kb = kcf
2 (1  ) + kp
kcf
h
1

+ 2
i
2 +  + kp
kcf
h
1

  1
i (5.16)
e = cf
 
1     1:162 2:5 (5.17)
where the formulations for bulk thermal conductivity and viscosity are derived by extend-
ing the models developed by [44] and [45], respectively. Note that Eq. 5.16 is valid for a
stationary slurry. Water conductivity is fitted to a second degree temperature polynomial.
Due to the lower particles thermal conductivity, the static thermal conductivity is lower
than that of pure water for higher MEPCM concentration. However, the slurry of parti-
cles suspended in liquid generates micromixing under shear rate. The micromixing (i.e.,
microconvection) is a result of particle-particle, particle-liquid, and particle-wall interac-
tions. These interactions increase the effective thermal conductivity of the slurry under
motion. The experimental and theoretical studies have been conducted to evaluate the
effective thermal conductivity at motion. The effective thermal conductivity of the slurry
flow is specified by the following correlation [46, 47],
ke = kb (1 + BPep
m) ; Pep =
ed2p

(5.18)
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where the coefficient B and the exponentm are empirically defined as follows,
B = 3; m = 1:5 Pep < 0:67
B = 1:8; m = 0:18 0:67  Pep  250
B = 3; m = 0:091 Pep > 250 (5.19)
The effective thermal conductivity correlation, given above, shows that the thermal con-
ductivity is strongly dependent on the particle’s diameter as well as the shear stress,
e = @u
@y
+ @v
@x
. It is worth noting that the span-wise component of the shear stress ten-
sor, (i.e. associated with velocity component in z-direction, Fig. 5.1) is neglected in this
expression due to the minimum contribution raised from the span-wise induced velocity
field. The working fluid, water, has the following temperature dependent properties [48]:
w =  0:00263T 2 + 1:24115T + 861:6624 (5.20)
cp;w =  8:732e 5T 3 + 0:097T 2   34:713T + 8255:769 (5.21)
kw =  9:45518e 6T 2 + 0:00729T   0:72459 (5.22)
5.3.3 Numerical Technique
The governing equations are solved using finite volume SIMPLE algorithm. FLUENT
V12 [49] is selected as the primary CFD platform. The MEPCM physical properties are
modified using a user defined function (UDF). The UDF reads the temperature and the
shear stress in every element from FLUENT and then calculates the MEPCM physical
properties and returns their values to FLUENT. The modified slurry physical properties
calculated by the UDF are updated at every iteration based on the local temperature and
velocity distribution. The momentum and energy equations are discretized using second-
order upwind scheme and the pressure using standard discretization method. A conver-
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gence criterion of 10 7 is used for the governing equations. The equations are solved with
grid independent mesh.
5.4 Analysis of Numerical Results
Effect of operating conditions on heat transfer performance
Figure 5.4a shows the comparison of the heat transfer coefficient of 15% MEPCM slurry
with that of pure water for a range of applied heat flux. As can be seen, at higher applied
heat fluxes, the difference is larger. This is due to the higher increase in the temperature of
the hot plate and its moving away from the peak of the specific heat. This is demonstrated
in Fig. 5.4b with the variation of the ratio of heat transfer coefficient and the temperature
on the hot side, Th as a function of applied heat flux. The ratio of heat transfer coefficient
shows its highest value at the applied heat flux of q00 = 2500W=m2K. At this point, the
hot plate temperature has reached to 37oC which is very close to the melting temperature
of the MEPCM (Tm = 38oC). After all, the heat transfer coefficient for all the slurry
cases remain below that of water.
Effect of presence of MEPCM on flow field
The following figures display the contour plots of velocity magnitude and temperature
of the fluid inside the enclosure. Figures 5.5a and Fig. 5.5b correspond to the velocity
field for pure water and 15%MEPCM37 slurry, respectively. As can be seen in the color
bar, higher velocity magnitudes are achieved in the case of pure water which is consistent
with higher circulation of the fluid and hence better heat transfer coefficient compared
to the MEPCM slurry. In both cases, the applied heat flux is q00 = 6669:82W=m2 and
the cold wall temperature is Tc = 22oC. The heat transfer coefficient for pure water is
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  (a)
  (b)
Figure 5.4: Variation of (a) heat transfer coefficient of pure water and slurry with applied
heat flux and (b) the ratio of heat transfer coefficient of slurry flow to that of water and
the corresponding hot plate temperature with applied heat flux.
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  (a) (b)
Figure 5.5: Dimensional velocity field at the symmetry plane, for (a) pure water and (b)
15% MEPCM slurry flow.
25% higher than that of MEPCM slurry. (328.08 W=m2K compared to 261:87W=m2K
for slurry). The lower velocity for the MEPCM slurry case compared to that of water
is attributed to the larger viscosity ( 0:0017Pa:s vs.  0:0010Pa:s for pure water)
which diminishes the overall fluid mechanics performance of the system. In addition, the
very low overall velocities (and hence. Pe < 10) suggest that the heat transfer across the
plate is occurring predominantly through conduction rather than convection associated
with buoyancy driven flow. This implies that any change in the thermal conductivity
of the fluid will be more deterministic to the overall heat transfer performance than the
variations of specific heat and density. Considering the lower overall thermal conductivity
of the MEPCM slurries (0:5W=m:K vs.  0:6W=m:K for pure water), one can conclude
that the lower thermal conductivity of the MEPCM slurry has an adverse impact on its
heat transfer performance that prevail over any benefit associated with larger specific heat.
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  (a) (b)
Figure 5.6: Dimensional temperature field at the symmetry plane, for (a) pure water and
(b) 15% MEPCM slurry flow.
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 Figure 5.7: Schematic of the experimental setup.
5.5 Experimental Study
Different parts of the setup were designed in SolidWorks and built in the machine shop of
the WPI-Higgins Lab. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.7. The
setup includes the following parts:
The main experimental enclosure: This part is shown in the mid-section of Fig.
5.7 as well as enlarged in Fig. 5.8. The interior dimensions of this part are 0:13m 
0:05m  0:04m. This part is made of white Delrin acetal resin due to its low thermal
conductivity (k=0.23 W/mK) to provide insulation on the back, top and bottom sides of
the enclosure. Two rectangular holes on the sides have been considered that match the
location of copper side walls. On the front of the box there is an opening that allows
for inserting a polycarbonate sheet window to visualize the experience. Also, on the left,
right and front sides of the enclosure, grooves are machined for Buna-N O-ring cords to be
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 Figure 5.8: The main enclosure.
placed between the copper plates and the enclosure as well as between the polycarbonate
sheet and the enclosure. This main enclosure contains the liquid under study which is
either water or any of the two types of the MEPCM slurry (explained in the materials
section) with different concentrations in each test. A 0.05 m wide slotted hole on the top
of this part allows for the horizontal traverse of a J-type thermocouple for measuring the
temperature profile of the liquid across the two side walls of the enclosure. To empty the
enclosure from the test liquid at the end of each experiment, a drainage hole is made at
the bottom of the enclosure.
Side walls: Two copper plates were inserted in the rectangular holes on the two sides
of the main enclosure. The dimensions of these two side walls are 0:130m  0:038m 
0:019m. The side wall on the left side of the enclosure, referred to as the hot plate, is in
contact with a strip heater. The right side wall, referred to as the cold plate, is adjacent to a
cooling tank. A ceramic insulated strip heater (OMEGA model number HCS-105-120V)
shown in Fig. 5.7 is mounted next to the left side wall of the main enclosure to provide the
heat flux and maintain high temperature on this surface. Thermal paste is applied on the
contact surfaces of the strip heater and the left side wall for better heat conduction. The
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 Figure 5.9: The side wall copper plates.
applied heat flux to the strip heater is provided by a variable autotransformer and voltage
is measured using a Hewlett Packard (model number 34401A) multimeter. When the
temperature of the heater exceeds a threshold temperature of 60oC a LabVIEW process
immediately switches off the solid state relay, cutting the power to the heater. Nomex
insulation with thermal conductivity of 0.029 W/mK was wrapped on the side of the
heater to minimize the heat loss from the system to the ambient air. A cooling tank (see
Fig. 5.7) was installed adjacent to the right side wall of the main enclosure to maintain
cold temperature on this surface by passing the cooling water from a chiller (Thermo
Scientific-NESLAB Liquid-Liquid Recirculator) through it. The cooling tank is made
out of CPVC (Chlorinated Polyvinyl Chloride). On each of the wall side walls, 5 drilled
holes were allocated for installing T-type thermocouples at a 0.001m distance from the
inner surface of the side walls to measure the local temperatures of the copper plates.
The front window: The front window of the main enclosure is a 0:130m0:050m
0:009m transparent polycarbonate rectangle to allow for visualization of the experiment.
The polycarbonate is also a good insulating material to prevent heat loss from the inside
liquid to the outside.
Thread sealant SB75-010 from SPEARSmanufacturing company is used as the sealant
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 Figure 5.10: The front window of the main enclosure.
for all the PVC fittings. For safety considerations, an indoor steel enclosure with lift-off
cover (nema 1) is used to enfold all the electrical connections. 3M Scotch brand electrical
tape is used for the electrical insulation. Electrical protection rubber gloves were used for
safety purposes during running the experiment and data acquisition.
Specification of the Working Fluid
The natural convection experiments were conducted for both water and MEPCM slurry.
Two different types of MEPCM slurries were obtained from PureTemp company [4] as
samples. The initial volumetric concentration of the MEPCM slurries were 40% which
were modified according to the desired concentration values for each experiment. Photos
of these MEPCM slurries are shown in Fig. 5.13. The properties of the MEPCMmaterials
are listed in Table 5.2 and their corresponding DSC curves are included in Fig. 5.3.
5.6 Experimental Procedure
For each experiment, the heater power was manually adjusted using the variable trans-
former until the device reached steady state with the desired applied heat flux and the
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 Figure 5.11: Photo of the experimental setup arrangement.
 
Figure 5.12: Schematic of the experimental setup arrangement.
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Table 5.2: PCM properties provided by PureTemp [4]
 
Property
Appearance
Melting Point
Heat storage capacity 
Density
Specific heat liquid 
Specific heat solid 
Solubility in water 
Stability 
Stable under normal 
conditions
Stable under normal 
conditions
2.21 J/g˚C 
Insoluble  Insoluble 
2.34 J/g˚C 
 0.84 g/ml 
2.54 J/g˚C  2.63 J/g˚C 
0.86 g/ml 
38˚C 
205 J/g 222 J/g 
29˚C 
PureTemp 37       
Technical Information 
Clear liquid, waxy solid Clear liquid, waxy solid 
PureTemp 28       
Technical Information 
 
Figure 5.13: Samples of MEPCM slurries.
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Table 5.3: Summary of operating conditions.
Case Material 
MEPCM 
Concentration (%) 
q” (W/m
2
) Tc  ( C ) 
1 Water 0 2700,  3524 20, 30 
2 PureTemp28 10, 15 2700,  3524 20, 30 
3 PureTemp37 10, 15 2700,  3524 20, 30 
 
cold wall temperature. The chiller set point temperature was tuned according to the cold
wall temperature settings. The tests were performed for pure water, and the two types of
the MEPCMs with concentrations of 10% and 15%. The operating conditions for differ-
ent experimental tests are summarized in Table. 5.3.
The NI LabVIEWwas used to create a custom user interface for data acquisition. Fig-
ure 5.15 shows the graphical user interface (GUI) for data acquisition of this experiment to
measure and monitor the values of temperature, flow rate, current, resistance and power.
Once steady state was reached, all data readings were recorded. The NI cDAQ-9178 DAQ
boards with the following modules have been used for the corresponding measurements:
 NI 9213 for temperature measurements of the J-type and T-type thermocouples.
 NI 9217 for temperature measurements of the RTDs.
 NI 9401 for the frequency measurement of the flow meter.
 NI 9227 for the current measurement. This is a 4-Channel Current Input C Series
Module.
The details of each of the mentioned measurements are explained as follows:
Side wall temperatures: The temperatures of the two side copper walls were recorded
by measuring the temperature on 5 locations on each of the side walls. T-type PFA in-
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sulated wire thermocouples (model number 5TC-TT-T-36-36) from OMEGA were used.
They met Special Limits of Error (SLE) and Tolerance Class EN 60584-2.
Liquid temperature profile: To get the bulk liquid temperature profile across the
two sides of the enclosure, a SUB MINI TJ W/FITTING thermocouple (model number
JMTSS-010G-12) from OMEGA with 24-bit ADC for up to 0.02C measurement sensi-
tivity was used. This is a J-type thermocouple, with stainless steel sheath material. The
sheath diameter is 0.010 inches and it is 12 inches long. The thermocouple junction is
grounded. The J-type thermocouple was manually moved using a linear positioner with
1 mm step increments near the boundaries of the side walls and 5 mm steps in the mid-
section of the enclosure where the variation of temperature is less significant. At each
position of the J-type thermocouple, the data acquisition was controlled through the VI
for duration of 60 seconds at a sample rate of one sample per second.
Ambient air temperature: To measure the ambient air temperature a T-type thermo-
couple (part number TMTSS-062U-6) from OMEGA was used.
Cooling water temperatures: The inlet and outlet temperatures of the cooling water
from the chiller were measured using two RTD probes inserted in the connecting tubes.
The RTD sensors used in this study were 100 
 platinum-type sensors conforming to IEC
Standard 60751 Class B tolerances.
Cooling water flow rate: The FTB2001 turbine flow rate sensor by OMEGA was
used to measure the flow rate of the cooling water from the chiller. The flow meter had to
be calibrated in order to convert the frequency into flow rate. The following calibration
curve for the flow rate vs. flow meter frequency is obtained and displayed in Fig. 5.14.
Applied voltage: Hewlett Packard (model number 34401A) multimeter was used to
measure the applied voltage.
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Figure 5.14: Flow rate vs. frequency of the flow meter.
 
Figure 5.15: The LabVIEW GUI for the current experiment.
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Table 5.4: Accuracy of the measurement devices.
 
Measurement Accuracy 
Temperature ± 0.05 °C 
Current ±10.6  mA 
Voltage ± 0.168 V 
Resistance ± 0.87 Ω 
Flow rate ± 0.0013 kg/s 
 
Data Analysis
The average heat transfer coefficient is calculated as follows,
h =
q00
Th   Tc (5.23)
where q00 is the heat flux applied to the left side wall of the enclosure and Th and Tc are
the average values of the measured temperatures along the side copper walls. The heat
flux, q00, is defined as,
q00 =
Q
A
(5.24)
where A is the surface area of the heater and Q is the total heat supplied to the heater and
measured by acquiring the values the heater resistance and applied current as follows,
Q = RI2 (5.25)
5.7 Analysis of Experimental Results
The experimental data is obtained for various operating conditions presented in Table 5.3.
The accuracy of the measurement devices are provided in manufacturer specification
sheets. These values are given in Table 5.4
Figure 5.16 shows the variation of local temperature long the centerline of the reser-
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 h (W/m2 K) q” (W/m2) Th ( C )   Tc ( C ) 
Exp-water-H-02-19-14 339 ± 11 3523 ± 108 40.81 ± 0.024 30.42 ± 0.080 
Exp-water-H-02-21-14-Test 1 364 ± 11 3758 ± 115 40.78 ± 0.024 30.45 ± 0.083 
Exp-water-H-02-21-14-Test2 340 ± 11 3735 ± 115 41.2 ± 0.023 30.21 ± 0.083 
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Figure 5.16: Experimental measurement of temperature profile along the centerline for
case of pure water for different tests.
voir for case of pure water obtained at different tests. The plot demonstrates the repeata-
bility of the experimental data over similar operating conditions with maximum deviation
in the measured temperature not exceeding  0:2oC. The temperature of the incoming
fluid (from the cold side wall) towards the hot side wall is lower than the fluid in the cen-
ter. This results in the presence of the dips in the temperature profile in the vicinity of the
hot side wall as shown in Fig. 5.16. Same explanation for the liquid flow next to the hot
side wall is valid for to account for the variation of the temperature profile in that region.
The effect of MEPCM concentration on the temperature profile across the centerline is
presented in Fig. 5.17. The value of the measured heat transfer coefficient is also reported
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 h (W/m2 K) q” (W/m2) Th ( C )   Tc ( C ) 
Exp-water-H-02-19-14 339 ± 11 3523 ± 108 40.81 ± 0.023 30.42 ± 0.082 
Exp-water-H-02-21-14-Test 1 309 ± 10 3525 ± 108 41.93 ± 0.022 30.52 ± 0.081 
Exp-water-H-02-21-14-Test2 300 ± 9 3529 ± 108 42.28 ± 0.021 30.5 ± 0.084 
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Figure 5.17: Experimental measurement of temperature profile along the centerline for
case of pure water and slurry of different MEPCM concentrations.
for comparison. The experimental results show that the presence of MEPCM results in
lower heat transfer coefficient compared to that of pure water with higher concentration
resulting in aggregated deterioration of heat transfer coefficient. In addition, the tempera-
ture profile across the centerline suggests that lower heat transfer coefficient of MEPCM
slurries is associated with higher temperature values along the centerline. This suggests
that whenMEPCM is present, the generated flow field is suppressed due to a lower overall
temperature difference between the hot plate and the centerline. The physical explanation
for this behavior is provided in the following section. The experimental results for the
temperature profiles of water along with two MEPCM slurry cases (different types) are
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 h (W/m2 K) q” (W/m2) Th ( C )   Tc ( C ) 
Exp-water-H-02-19-14 331 ± 10 2702 ± 83 36.31 ± 0.021 28.14 ± 0.085 
Exp-water-H-02-21-14-Test 1 273 ± 9 2701 ± 83 37.92 ± 0.023 28.01 ± 0.080 
Exp-water-H-02-21-14-Test2 250 ± 8 2694 ± 83 38.81 ± 0.021 28.02 ± 0.081 
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Figure 5.18: Experimental measurement of temperature profile along the centerline for
case of pure water and slurry of different MEPCM types.
shown in Fig. 5.18. The applied heat flux is q00 = 2701:43W=m2 in all cases and the
cold wall temperature is maintained at 28oC. The results show that temperature at the
centerline of the enclosure is lowest for pure water and it is followed by the MEPCM28
and then by MEPCM37. According to the reported values of heat transfer coefficient, the
slurry with both MEPCMs exhibits lower thermal performance compared to that of pure
water with a more significant drop for case of MEPCM28.
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Figure 5.19: Variation of the deviation of local wall temperature from the mean temper-
ature both calculated on the cold plate: Comparison of experimental measurement and
numerical prediction for case of pure water.
5.8 Comparison of Numerical and Experimental Results
Local temperature measurement along walls: comparison between
model and experiment
Figure 5.19 shows the variation of the local wall temperature from the mean temper-
ature. The mean temperature is calculated across the entire plate and among the five
measurement points, respectively, for the numerical model and the experimental data set.
A comparison between the experimental data and numerical results for water shows a
good agreement. In both cases, the applied heat flux is q00 = 3500W=m2 and Tc = 30oC.
The plate temperature increases along the wall due to the naturally driven flow of the
warmer fluid towards the top of the enclosure. Same trend could be established for the
temperature variation along the hot plate.
Temperature variation across the enclosure
Figure 5.20 compares the experimental and numerical results of the horizontal tempera-
ture profile along the centerline of the enclosure with a good agreement. In both cases, the
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 h (W/m2 K) q” (W/m2) Th ( C )   Tc ( C ) 
Exp-water-H-02-19-14 339 ± 11 3523 ± 108 40.81 ± 0.021 30.42 ± 0.083 
Exp-water-H-02-21-14-Test 1 310 ± 10 3523 ± 108 42.81 ± 0.024 31.45 ± 0.080 
Exp-water-H-02-21-14-Test2 309 ± 10 3525 ± 108 41.93 ± 0.022 30.52 ± 0.083 
Numerical-10%MEPCM37 296   3525   42.88   30.96   
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Figure 5.20: Temperature profile across the centerline of the enclosure: Comparison of
experimental measurement and numerical prediction for case of pure water and MEPCM
slurry.
applied heat flux is q00 = 3500W=m2 and Tc = 30oC. Both the model and experimental
measurements demonstrate the sharp variation of temperature from the wall value to the
centerline value, though the temperature gradient appears to be sharper on the cold side
than on the hot side.
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Effect of concentration on temperature distribution and heat transfer
coefficient
The following figures compare the effect of MEPCM concentration on the tempera-
ture profile along the centerline (5.21) and the heat transfer performance (5.22) rela-
tive to water. Figure 5.21 presents the temperature profile for water, 10% MEPCM
slurry and 15% MEPCM slurry based on experimental data for similar applied heat flux
(q00 = 3500W=m2K). The temperature on the centerline has its lowest values when wa-
ter is used as the fluid and its highest value when 15% MEPCM slurry is present. Both
slurries show lower heat transfer coefficient compared to water as depicted in Fig. 5.22,
though the rate of decline appears to be significantly suppressed for concentrations of
larger than 10%. The numerical results, show consistently that the heat transfer coeffi-
cient for all the slurries remain largely the same and significantly less than the one for
water (h=hw < 0:85). This suggests that the presence of MEPCM tends to decrease the
primary heat-transfer property of the fluid (that is the thermal conductivity) irrespective
of its concentration and as shown later, the type of MEPCM.
Effect of MEPCM type on overall heat transfer coefficient
The heat transfer performance of two different MEPCM slurries are compared with that of
pure water. The applied heat flux and the cold wall temperatures are q00 = 3524W=m2 and
Tc = 30
oC in Fig. 5.23 and q00 = 2701W=m2 and Tc = 20oC in Fig. 5.24. The primary
motivation for this selection of operating conditions is to achieve hot plate temperatures
that are close to the corresponding melting temperature of MEPCM37 (q00 = 3524W=m2 )
and MEPCM28 (q00 = 2701W=m2). The plots also compare the experimental results with
the numerical simulations. As shown in these plots, the heat transfer coefficient of pure
water is highest compared to the MECPM slurries in both numerical and experimental
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Figure 5.21: Experimentally measured temperature profile across the centerline for dif-
ferent MEPCM concentrations.
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for pure water with MEPCM concentration: Comparison of experimental measurement
and numerical prediction
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Figure 5.23: Average heat transfer coefficient for pure water and 15% MEPCM slurry
at q00 = 3524W=m2 and Tc = 30oC: Comparison of experimental measurement and
numerical prediction
results and for the two different applied heat fluxes. There is a slight difference between
the performance of the two MEPCM slurries which confirms the earlier theory that the
presence of MEPCM, irrespective of its concentration and type, reduces the overall heat
transfer performance. The differences between the numerical and experimental results
can be attributed to that fact that the particle size distribution in numerical model is con-
sidered based on a mean diameter value while in reality and in the experimental material,
there is range of particle diameters existing in the slurry. The numerical and the exper-
imental results are non-dimensionalized to be presented in terms of variation of Nusselt
number as a function of operating Rayleigh number. The operating Rayleigh number is
conventionally defined for fluids with known thermal expansion coefficient and has the
following form,
Ra =
g(Th   Tc)W 3
ee
(5.26)
For the cases presented here, however, the thermal expansion coefficient, , changes
with temperature and does not possesses a constant value for neither pure water nor for
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Figure 5.24: Average heat transfer coefficient for pure water and 15% MEPCM slurry
at q00 = 2701W=m2 and Tc = 20oC: Comparison of experimental measurement and
numerical prediction
MEPCM slurry. Therefore, an approximate value of  is defined as follows,
    1
e

@e
@T

T=T
; T =
Th + Tc
2
(5.27)
Figure 5.25 presents the variation of Nusselt number as a function of Rayleigh number
for the same operating conditions presented so far. This plots suggests that the combina-
tion of the differences between the properties of the pure water and MEPCM leads to the
correspondingly different Rayleigh number for similar operating conditions (i.e. applied
heat flux and cold side temperature). As the result, despite a lower heat transfer perfor-
mance of MEPCM slurry flow than the one for water for same operating conditions, it
shows superior performance for similar Ra number. This difference can be attributed to
the fact that the temperature dependency of the thermal expansion coefficient for the case
of slurry flow varies more significantly across the temperature range investigated here
which leads to a more dramatic drop in the Ra number when the temperature is reduced.
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5.9 Conclusions
A numerical and experimental study was conducted to investigate the thermo-fluid charac-
teristics of buoyancy driven liquid flow inside a rectangular enclosure subject to a certain
temperature difference on the vertical side walls. The temperature difference was main-
tained by applying a constant heat flux on one side and a coolant water on the opposite
side. As for the heat transfer performance of the natural convection flow, the numerical
results were in good agreement with experimental data. Both the predictions and measure-
ments showed that the MEPCM slurry underperforms the pure water counterpart for the
considered operating conditions. The decline in heat transfer performance was attributed
to the lower thermal conductivity of the MEPCM slurry compared to that of pure wa-
ter along with the increase in the effective viscosity of the liquid. The numerical results
showed that the larger effective viscosity results in lower velocities raised by the natu-
rally induced liquid flow which leads to a diminished thermal performance when assessed
against the case of pure water. In addition, the results were recast into dimensionless val-
ues where the variation of Nusselt number with Rayleigh number showed that despite
lower heat transfer performance for similar operating conditions, the MEPCM slurry’s
thermal performance is superior to that of pure water for a given Rayleigh number. This
difference in the trend-wise behavior of the heat transfer coefficient was attributed to the
difference in the thermo-fluid properties of the MEPCM slurry and pure water.
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Chapter 6
Enhancement of Paper Drying Process
with PCM
6.1 Objective
This work numerically investigates the transport characteristics associated with the drying
process of a paper sheet in the presence and absence of a layer of phase change material
(PCM). This unique concept offers a new approach to drying by utilizing the latent-heat
of fusion associated with the PCM resulting in improvement in energy efficiency of the
drying process. The results indicate that the PCM layer acts as a heat source and heat
sink throughout the drying process. The proposed operating conditions and configuration
presented here are solely for the purpose of illustration of the concept of drying in the
presence of PCM.
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6.2 Introduction
Drying is one of the most energy intensive unit operations in the industrial sector, account-
ing for 1/3 of the total energy in paper-making. Drying is also extremely energy inefficient
and represents a major production bottleneck in many industrial processes [69].
Almost all major industries used thermal drying systems during some stage of the
manufacturing process [69]. Drying in the pharmaceutical industry removes moisture
from chemicals in powder or granular form. The agricultural industry uses industrial
dryers to produce dehydrated vegetables, soups, beverages and other products. The textile
industry adds water during washing, bleaching and dying stages. This moisture is later
removed by a combination of thermal and mechanical processes. Drying in the plastic
industry removes moisture from resins and extruded plastics. The pulp and paper industry
uses thermal dryers from pulp products and for the continuous drying of paper products.
Depending on the industry and technology, drying can represent a significant fraction
of the industrial energy use. For example, energy for drying consists up to 70% of the
total energy in manufacturing most wood products, about 50% of finished textile fabrics,
27% of paper, and 33% of pulp production [70].
The pulp and paper industry is the fifth largest manufacturing industry in the United
States. It ranks fourth in total energy consumption by U.S. manufacturers behind chemi-
cals, steel and petroleum [69]. Rising energy costs are forcing paper makers to pay more
attention to energy efficiency, and specially steam usage [71]. That being said, even a
slight improvement in the drying efficiency can reduce the energy consumption in the
drying technology and hence resulting a major impact in the global energy costs. For in-
stance and to underline the significance of the energy saving in drying industry, Lawrence
Berkeley national laboratory provided a detail report of the description of the processes
involved in the production of paper, providing typical energy use in each process step [72].
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The commercially available state-of-the-art technologies were identified and potential en-
ergy savings were calculated towards carbon dioxide emissions reductions.
The paper making process is essentially a very large dewatering operation where a
diluted solution of pulp suspension with less than 0.5% fibre solid is used. The major
sections of a paper machine consist of: forming section, press section and dryer section.
In the forming section, the fibres present in the diluted pulp and water slurry form paper
web through drainage by gravity and applied suction below the forming fabric. In the
press section additional water in removed by mechanical pressure applied through the
nips of a series of presses or rotating rolls and the wet web is consolidated in this section.
Most of the remaining water is evaporated and inter-fibre binding developed as the paper
contacts a series of steam heated cylinders in the dryer section. The type and quality of
the final paper product depends on the moisture removal in the final step which makes it
one of the most critical steps of paper making [71].
Several conditions drive and determine the efficiency of the paper drying process.
For instance, the effectiveness of the moisture removal which is largely driven by the
heat and water and vapor mass transfer depends on the steam pressure, cylinder surface
temperature, dryer pocket conditions, hood balance and condensate removal [71]. The
rate of drying, therefore, is governed by the rate of heat and mass transfer across the
paper sheet. Energy transfer as heat from the surrounding environment to the wet solid
can occur as a result of convection, conduction, or radiation and in some cases as a result
of a combination of these effects. Industrial dryers differ in type and design, depending
on the principal method of heat transfer employed. In most cases heat is transferred to the
surface of the wet solid and then to the interior [73].
Despite the criticality of the drying process in paper making industry, it remains one
of the the least optimized processes in the paper making operation, due, in large part, to
the complexity of the processes involved. Along with the increase in computer speed and
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capabilities and an increased recognition of the complexities of the transport phenomena
involved in drying, the models grew more complicated [74].
The first comprehensive literature review [75], covered simulation models to 1980,
although it must be recognized that the preliminary models for drying processes go back
to the 1950s [74]. The primary contribution to paper drying modeling was accomplished
by Nissan and Kaye [76]. Their model allowed for contact heat transfer by conduction
from the cylinder, for convection and radiation to the paper and for evaporation from the
sheet. Later and in a work by Lampinen and Toivonen [77], a cylinder drying model
was developed which treated mass transfer as water vapor diffusion and liquid moisture
capillary flow. The Asensio and Seyed-Yagoobi model [78, 79] is an improved version
of the Han work [80] in which correlations for estimation of sheet thickness and porosity
during drying were included and experimental results were used to develop an empirical
correlation for the cylinder-paper contact heat transfer coefficient. In addition, Asensio
[81] developed a model for convective drying of lumber which is distinguished by its
thorough description of internal transport phenomena, including the treatment of water
vapor transport by diffusion and convection as well as liquid transport by both capillary
action and diffusion of sorbed water. Although it covers literatures only up to 1992, [82]
provided a concise tabular summary which was extended by Sidwall et al. [83]. They
underscore the great variability to the approach several researchers had taken to include
aspects external to the sheet involving the steam and condensate system, the cylinder
dynamics (shell resistance, condensate layer, spoiler bars) and ventilation of the dryer
pocket air.
The investigation of alternative drying techniques was a subject of research recently.
For instance, Etemoglu et. al [84] presented a theoretical and experimental study of paper
drying process and developed a mathematical model for the heat and mass transfer for
both impinging air jets and through air drying methods. They predicted the results of the
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total drying time of paper and showed good agreement with the experimental results. In
addition, Lu et al. [85] developed a numerical model which was also validated against
their experimental data where convective drying in unsaturated porous media with bound
water was investigated. Further innovative approaches towards enhancing the moisture
removal efficiency during the drying process is yet to be explored.
To the best of knowledge of the authors, no previous study has investigated the effect
of phase change material (PCM) on drying of moist porous medium. The current numer-
ical approach investigates the transport characteristics associated with the drying process
of a paper sheet in the presence of a layer of PCM. The main objective of this study is to
understand the effect of adding a PCM layer in the paper sheet on the moisture removal
and drying process. This unique concept offers a new approach to drying by utilizing the
latent-heat of fusion associated with the PCM to improve the energy efficiency of paper
drying process. Also, to avoid the complications of the problem, no felt is present in the
drying setup of the current study.
6.3 Approach
The drying process involves the evaporation of liquid moisture inside the paper sheet due
to its exposure to the heated drums as well as the hot air. The different stages of drying
are presented schematically in Fig. 6.3. The paper sheet is heated due to its contact to the
heated cylinders from one side while it is exposed to ambient air on the other end in the
process known as pocket air ventilation which is defined as the space in the dryer section
between two adjacent cylinders, in case of single-tier system, or between three cylinders,
in case of conventional two-tier system. The energy for the drying process comes from
saturated steam injected under pressure into the cylinders. The steam pressures in con-
ventional dryers range from 0-1000 kPa (0-145 psi) as steam condenses on the inside of
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the dryer shell the latent heat of evaporation is released. The heat is transferred through
the condensate layer and dryer shell to the paper on the outside surface [69].
Individual pocket is separated by dryer fabric and paper web. In this area majority
of evaporation occur from the web. For the efficient drying of paper, it is extremely
important to remove the water vapor from around the web to increase the driving force
for evaporation. Therefore, not only the surface temperature is important in the water
removal from the paper sheet, the drying performance is dependent on the rate of water
removal to the hot and dry air. For instance, if the movement of air in the pockets is too
low or close to stagnation, higher temperature in the pockets does not help in improving
drying rate. There should be sufficient airflow in the pockets for efficient drying [71]
In the following stage and while the paper sheet is travelling to the subsequent cylin-
der, the sheet is exposed to ambient air from both sides. The contact heating on the
subsequent cylinder is switched to the opposite end of the paper sheet while the other end
is now being exposed to the ambient air.
Given the significance of moisture removal performance in the overall efficiency of
the drying process and the inherent availability of latent heat raised by Phase-Change-
Material during the melting process, the use of PCM on enhancing the moisture removal
performance of the paper sheet is explored here. The primary objective of this work is to
illustrate the effect of adding a PCM layer to the drying performance under a given set
of operating condition. To take the advantage of latent heat of melting of the PCM, the
PCM layer is proposed to be designated in the middle of the paper sheet as illustrated in
Fig. 6.1.
The presence of PCM layer is accounted by adjusting the thermal properties of the
paper sheet assuming that the liquid and vapor mass transfer processes are not affected by
the presence of PCM layer and only occur from the paper sheet to the ambient air. The
following steps illustrate the concept of drying process in the presence of a layer of PCM,
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 Figure 6.1: Schematic illustration of the approach presented in this work.
1. The PCM layer absorbs heat at its contact interface with the paper sheet during the
heating period and undergoes solid-to-liquid phase change,
2. During the pocket ventilation process, the PCM releases the stored heat due to the
exposure of the sheet to the lower temperature, extending the duration of water
evaporation from the paper sheet,
3. While releasing heat to the paper sheet, the PCM solidifies during the pocket venti-
lation process and preceding the subsequent heating cycle,
4. Steps 1-3 repeat as the sheet goes to the next cycle.
Note that the PCM phase change properties must be tuned to the corresponding drying
operating conditions. The latent heat of melting of PCM is represented by the temperature
dependent specific heat presented in Fig. 6.2 where the peak in the value of specific
heat corresponds to the melting of the PCM. The temperature value at which the melting
occurs depends on the type of the PCM which can be selected based on the operating
temperatures of the drying process. It is worth emphasising that since the objective of
this work is to demonstrate the benefits of using PCM layer, an arbitrary PCM melting
temperature has been selected. The proposed operating conditions presented here are
solely for the purpose of illustration of the concept of drying in the presence of PCM.
The advantage of using the latent heat of the PCM layer is exploited in this case study by
tuning its peak temperature, Tpeak;PCM to the temperature of the paper sheet at the end the
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Figure 6.2: Variation of PCM specific heat during the solid-liquid phase change.
heating cycle (see Table. 6.6). In the present work, a PCM with melting temperature of
Tpeak;PCM = 85
oC is selected to illustrate its effect on the drying process.
6.4 Theory
The drying process involves the evaporation of liquid moisture inside the paper sheet due
to its exposure to the heated drums as well as the hot air. The different stages of drying
are presented schematically in Fig. 6.3. The paper sheet is heated due to its contact to
the heated cylinders from one side while it is exposed to ambient air on the other end. In
the following stage and while the paper sheet is travelling to the subsequent cylinder, the
sheet is exposed to ambient air from both sides. The contact heating on the subsequent
cylinder is switched to the opposite end of the paper sheet while the other end is now
being exposed to the ambient air.
The theoretical model presented in this section addresses the drying process across the
paper sheet neglecting the lateral variation of moisture and vapor content. That in effect
requires the model to be translated into the reference frame moving with the paper sheet
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Figure 6.3: Schematic description of different phases during the drying process.
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Figure 6.4: Schematic of the theoretical domain in the absence and presence of PCM
layer.
along the cylinders which implies that the thermal and mass transfer boundary conditions
should be represented as time-dependent parameters as illustrated schematically in Fig.
6.4. The temporal duration of each boundary condition is determined by the geometrical
and operating conditions of each case as will be discussed in the boundary conditions
section.
6.4.1 Governing Equations
The governing equations for the mass and energy balance through the sheet thickness are
taken from [79,86] and presented in this section. The mass balance equation is stated as:
@M
@t
=  @Jw
@x
  @Jv
@x
(6.1)
The transport of liquid water inside the paper sheet is modelled through Darcy’s law which
governs the capillary pressure distribution inside the porous moist sheet,
Jw = (
K
vw
)
@Pca
@x
(6.2)
The capillary pressure, Pca, is obtained from an empirical correlation developed by Spolek
[87]:
Pca = 0:84 105s 0:63 (6.3)
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where 0 < s < 1 is the liquid saturation inside the porous medium. This correlation
determines the capillary pressure in wood as a function of saturation. It was developed
with consideration of both experimental data and a mechanistic model and includes an
irreducible saturation level of approximately 0.1, below which liquid flow was no longer
possible. An additional expression for capillary pressure in paper needs to be developed,
since the porous structure of wood is not the same as the structure of paper. The transport
of vapor phase inside the paper sheet is governed through Ficks law:
Jv =  DappMWv
(1  yv)
@Cv
@x
(6.4)
where Dapp is the apparent mass diffusivity of water vapor and is related to its molecular
diffusivity through the following equation,
Dapp
Dv
=


m(1  s)n (6.5)
where = is the ratio of the pore shape factor to the tortuosity factor. In this model, the
values of  and n are chosen as 1 according to Han’s model [80]. The values of  and
m are assumed to be 1.5 [78]. The molecular diffusivity, Dv , is related to the operating
temperature through,
Dv = A1
T 1:5
Patm
(6.6)
where A1 = 8:076  10 4(kg:m(s3K1:5)). The energy transfer inside the paper sheet is
governed by the following energy balance equation,
shcp;sh
@T
@t
=  @q
00
@x
  @(JwHw + JvHv)
@x
(6.7)
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where
q00 =  ksh@T
@x
(6.8)
The thermal mass of the paper sheet, shcp;sh, is calculated based on the temporal and
spatial distribution of liquid and vapor content as well as the properties of the dry paper
sheet and its porosity.
shcp;sh = fcp;f (1  ) + wcp;ws; (6.9)
ksh = kf (1  ) + kws+ ka(1  s) (6.10)
here  is the sheet’s porosity which is assumed to be constant. In the presence of PCM
layer (see Fig. 6.4), the energy equation for the PCM layer is given as:
PCMcp;PCM
@T
@t
= kPCM
@2T
@x2
(6.11)
At the two interfaces of the paper and PCM layer, the following condition is valid:
Tpaper=TPCM . Note that the thermal contact resistance between the paper and PCM layer
is neglected.
While the thermal conductivity of both the paper and the PCM are assumed to be con-
stant with temperature, the specific heat of the PCM is defined as a function of tempera-
ture illustrated in Fig. 6.2 and included in the numerical code as a forth order polynomial
function of T.
6.4.2 Boundary Conditions
As discussed earlier, the one-dimensional representation of the paper sheet implies that
one will have to represent its motion along the heated drums through time-dependent
boundary conditions. In this section, the mass and energy transport boundary conditions
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as explained by Asensio and Seyed-Yagoobi [79] are presented for each of the afore-
mentioned processes followed by the modifications to be made to represent their tempo-
ral variations. In addition, similar to the work by Asensio and Seyed-Yagoobi [79] the
moisture evaporation is represented through the following boundary condition at the two
ending nodes of the paper sheet (see Fig. 6.4),
Jv;o = km

Pv   Pva
Patm

MC(t)
MCinit
(6.12)
where the mass transfer coefficient, km, is determined from the Chilton-Colburn form
of the Reynolds analogy [88]. The last term in Eq. 6.12 is an arbitrary factor included
to represent reductions in moisture available for evaporation at the free surface during
drying, since evaporation relationships available in the literature are based on the presence
of a fully wetted surface. Use of an adjusted evaporation rate to reflect reductions in
evaporation from the paper web during drying is similar to previous studies which forcibly
decreased the sheet evaporation rate at pre-determined critical moisture content in order
to simulate the falling rate period of drying. [75].
The vapor pressure, Pv, is calculated using an exponential curve fit as explained in the
theoretical model by Nissan and Kaye [76]:
Pv = A2 exp( B=T ) (6.13)
where A2 = 4:0309  1010(Pa) and B = 4832:16(K). Pva is also calculated from Eq.
6.13, then multiplied by humidity ratio of the ambient air, !a.
The heat exchange on the heated cylinder is estimated through the thermal contact
conductance equation,
q00 = hi(Tcyl   T ) (6.14)
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where the following empirical expression is used for the thermal conductance, hi [79,89]
hi =  20:13+19:87 ln (P )+21:00=BW+97:70!2 ln (P ) (8:54!5=4)=BW+188:65!3=2
(6.15)
where 0:68 < P < 328:81kPa, 0:084 < BW < 0:313kg=m2, 4:8% < ! < 60%, and
Tavg = 85
oC. The contact conductance increases with increasing pressure, increasing
moisture levels, and decreasing sheet basis weight.
It is assumed that the temperature of the heated cylinder, Tcyl , remains constant due
to its continuous exposure to the superheat steam. On the opposite side of the paper sheet
where it is exposed to convective air flow, the following convection boundary condition
is applied
q00conv = ha(T   Ta) (6.16)
The convection heat transfer coefficient is estimated through turbulent flow over cylinders
[90] and flat plate [91], respectively, for the portion pertinent to the paper sheet on the
heated drums and traveling in between. The aforementioned boundary conditions are
summarized in Tables. 6.1 and 6.2, respectively for mass transfer and energy transfer.
These boundary conditions correspond to the two ends of the paper sheet as the paper
travels along the heated cylinders and within the pocket-drying regions.
6.5 Numerical Technique
COMSOL 4.3 software [92] is used for the numerical modeling of the problem under
study. The mathematical model to represent the governing equations and appropriate
boundary conditions are incorporated in the program through the COMSOL model li-
braries (Transport of Diluted Species and Heat Transfer in Solids) as well as the user-
defined-functions. A one dimensional, transient model to calculate the temperature and
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Table 6.1: Summary of mass transfer boundary equations.
 
Table 6.2: Summary of energy transfer boundary equations.
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Figure 6.5: Schematic representation of drying process in the conventional heating ar-
rangement.
moisture and vapor variation inside the paper sheet is considered.
6.6 Case Description
Conventional dryers used widely in the pulp and paper industry include a series (30-100
units) of cylindrical cast iron dryer drums. These drums are continuously heated by the
superheat steamwhich serves as the energy required to extract the moisture from the paper
sheet. In what follows, the results of paper-sheet drying under this conventional setting,
hereafter referred to as Conventional Heating Arrangement is presented and compared
against the case with PCM layer. The schematic representation of this arrangement is
presented in Fig. 6.5
Next, a periodic heating concept is proposed and demonstrated which exploits the
advantage of PCM latent heat of melting during the pocket ventilation. In the Periodic
Heating Arrangement, n number of heated cylinders are followed by an extended length
of paper sheet being exposed to the ambient air. The schematic of this arrangement is
shown in Fig. 6.6.
The operating conditions for each of the aforementioned cases and the properties of
the paper sheet and the PCM layer are summarized in Tables. 6.3 and 6.4, respectively.
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Figure 6.6: Schematic representation of drying process in the periodic heating arrange-
ment.
Table 6.3: Summary of the operating conditions for the present case study.
Parameter 
δ 
(mm) 
δPCM 
(mm) 
Tcyl  
( C ) 
Tinit  
( C ) 
Ta  
( C ) 
Tpeak-PCM  
( C ) 
u  
(m/s) 
L1  
(m) 
L2 
 (m) 
BW  
(kg/m3 ) 
Value 0.5 0.15 165.6 43.3 60 85 4.630 3.030 0.940 0.300 
 
Table 6.4: Summary of the properties for the present case study.
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6.7 Results and Discussions
6.7.1 Conventional Heating Arrangement
As described earlier, in the conventional arrangement of paper-drying, the paper sheet
undergoes a continuous series of heating cylinders and pocket ventilation processes. In
this setting, every heated cylinder is followed by a duration of pocket ventilation with the
corresponding times obtained from the operating velocity and the length of each phase
(see Table. 6.3). Figure 6.7 illustrates the variation of the sheet temperature and moisture
content in the presence and absence of PCM layer. The amount of heat to the paper sheet
depends on the value of the thermal contact conductance heating given in Eq. 6.15 which
is related to the moisture content of the paper sheet. Therefore, with the variation of
the moisture content in the paper sheet, as the paper sheet gets dryer in the process, the
energy transfer decreases in magnitude. As a result, the temperature decreases at the last
stages of drying process. It is observed that under this set of operating conditions, the
difference between the moisture content of the two cases of paper with and without PCM
is not significant. Therefore, no potential benefit could be obtained by using the PCM
layer. The slight increase in moisture content at the early stages of the drying process
(Cyl < 3), is due to the condensation of the initial vapor content in the paper sheet since
its initial temperature, Tinit, is lower than the ambient temperature.
The variation of temperature and moisture profiles across the paper sheet thickness
for select cylinders is presented in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9, respectively. In addition, the figures
present the evolution of temperature and moisture content as the sheet travels from the
heated cylinders (i.e. point A to point B on each cylinder, see Fig. 6.5) to the pocket
ventilation section (i.e. point C to point D). Note that the presented x-axis on these plts
only corresponds to the plain paper material and the PCM section is not shown here since
there is no mass transfer in the region of PCM layer. For the cases representing the paper
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Figure 6.7: Time evolution of paper sheet average temperature (top) and moisture content
(bottom) in the presence and absence of PCM layer for conventional heating arrangement.
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Table 6.5: Correspondence of the cylinder numbers in the two heating arrangements.
 
Conventional Arrangement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
Periodic Arrangement 1 2 3 4 5 - - - - - - - 6 7 8 9 10 - - - -
Conventional Arrangement 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42
Periodic Arrangement - - - 11 12 13 14 15 - - - - - - - 16 17 18 19 20 -
being in A and B positions (i.e. Fig. 6.8-left), the difference in sheet temperature between
the cases with and without PCM layer is more pronounced on the sheet surface exposed
to the ambient air. In these cases, the temperature difference is minimum on the side in
contact with the heated cylinder. The temperature difference between the contact side and
the side exposed to the ambient air for each case depends on the location (Cyl number)
where the paper sheet is traveling on. The larger temperature difference on the convection
side implies that the contribution of the excess thermal mass raised by the presence of the
PCM layer is maximum on the convection side where the tendency of the paper sheet to
lose energy to the ambient is suppressed by the presence of the PCM layer.
6.7.2 Periodic Heating Arrangement
The variation of temperature and moisture content for the periodic heating arrangement
is presented in Fig. 6.10. As mentioned before, the paper sheet goes through the heating
process over the first 5 cylinders followed by an extended length of pocket ventilation
which is equal to the time if the paper sheet had to pass over additional 7 cylinders. Table.
6.5 shows the correspondence of the cylinder numbers in the periodic heating arrangement
with that of the conventional heating arrangement. It is observed that during the heating
period (e.g. 1 < Cyl < 5), the temperature rise is higher for the case of paper with
PCM layer. At this stage, the PCM layer absorbs the heat required for its phase change
since the temperature of the paper is in the vicinity of the melting point of the PCM layer.
Therefore, the whole paper-PCM material exhibits higher heat gain capacitance which
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Figure 6.8: Temperature profiles across the paper sheet in the presence and absence of
PCM layer for different points during the drying process for conventional heating ar-
rangement.
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Figure 6.9: Moisture content profiles across the paper sheet in the presence and absence
of PCM layer for different points during the drying process for conventional heating ar-
rangement.
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ultimately results in the temperature increase of the paper sheet compared to that of with-
out PCM layer. Also, during the pocket ventilation the case with PCM layer encounters
a slower decline of temperature so as to approach temperatures that are higher than the
paper-only counterpart at the end of pocket ventilation cycle. This is attributed to the
release of latent heat during solidification of the PCM layer (i.e. acting as a heat source).
Higher rates of evaporation results in the reduction of the sheet temperature especially at
the outer surface of the paper sheet which is adjacent to the ambient air. In the presence of
the PCM layer in the paper sheet; however, due to the existence of heat source (i.e. PCM
layer acting as source of energy), despite high evaporation rate, the sheet average temper-
ature stays above that of plain paper. As the result of this delay in the temperature drop,
the sheet temperature in the presence of PCM remains superior to that of paper-only case
which is the primary reason for a faster drop of the moisture content in the paper sheet
(Fig. 6.10b). When the paper sheet reaches the end of each period (end of its cooling
cycle), the cooling effect of the ambient air prevails the heating provided by the heated
cylinder which results in the continuous decline of the temperature until it reaches the am-
bient air temperature, Ta = 60oC. At this point, the cooling performance by the ambient
air becomes effectively zero T   Ta  0) and the sheet temperature resumes its ascend
as the heating cycles begins. This is an indication of the long pocket ventilation which
obviously is not desired. Therefore, for a more effective drying process, the length of the
pocket ventilation should be optimized to avoid reaching the ambient air temperature at
the end of the pocket ventilation. In summary, in the periodic heating arrangement, where
the paper-sheet is exposed to an extended unheated period, the case with no PCM is more
susceptible to a decline of temperature and eventual reduction in drying efficiency. As the
result of higher overall temperature, the paper sheet with PCM layer encounters a more
dramatic reduction in its moisture content over time. At the end of the drying process the
moisture removal efficiency is improved by 15%. Such an increase in moisture removal
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difference between the plain paper and the paper with PCM layer has a significant impact
on the paper drying process.
Figures 6.11 and 6.12 present the evolution of temperature and moisture profiles in the
paper thickness direction as the sheet travels on select dryer drums. As the paper sheet
travels from point A to point B, an increase in the average temperature of the paper sheet
is observed. The relatively higher temperature values of the paper with PCM compared
to the plain paper counterparts are due to the ability of the PCM layer in absorbing heat
during the heating cycles and storing the energy at the longer duration of time. The
temperature difference between the cases of with and without PCM is minimum on the
side in contact with the heated cylinder. However, due to the presence of the PCM layer,
larger temperature difference on the convection side (x = ) occurs which prevents the
paper sheet to lose heat to the ambient and reduction of its temperature.
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Figure 6.10: Time evolution of paper sheet average temperature (top) and moisture con-
tent (bottom) in the presence and absence of PCM layer for periodic heating arrangement.
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Figure 6.11: Temperature profiles across the paper sheet in the presence and absence of
PCM layer for different points during the drying process for periodic heating arrangement.
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Figure 6.12: Moisture content profiles across the paper sheet in the presence and absence
of PCM layer for different points during the drying process for periodic heating heating
arrangement.
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6.8 Conclusions
In this study, the transport characteristics associated with the drying process of a paper
sheet in the presence and absence of a layer of phase change material (PCM) was in-
vestigated. The numerical solution of the mathematical model provides the moisture and
temperature profiles within the paper sheet thickness in the presence and absence of PCM.
Two different arrangements of the heated cylinders and air ventilation pockets have been
introduced. The results demonstrate that drying can be enhanced by introducing PCM
layer to improve moisture removal from the porous paper sheet. Further study is needed
to understand the combined effects of operating parameters and PCM properties on the
extent of enhancement and optimization of drying.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 Conclusions
Fundamental study of heat and mass transfer enhancement using phase change mate-
rials (PCM) in terms of microencapsulated as well as layered PCM and in the single-
component or multi-component was accomplished. To that effect, numerical and experi-
mental investigations were conducted to explore the role of using PCM on heat and mass
transfer characteristics of multi-scale applications involving single-phase and two-phase
flow phenomena. Below is the summary of the accomplishments:
 Single-phase Microtube flow: Mathematical formulation was developed for multi-
component blend of MEPCM and then applied to study the heat transfer charac-
teristics of MEPCM slurry flow in a microtube. The role of various parameters,
including particle diameter and MEPCM concentration on the level of heat transfer
enhancement was studied and physically analyzed. It was shown that although the
blend slurry showed locally higher heat transfer coefficient compared to each of
the single slurry cases, its overall heat transfer enhancement falls between the ones
provided by either of the single-component slurry counterpart.
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 Single-phase natural convection flow: Mathematical model was developed to ac-
count for density variation of the slurry due to the phase change of MEPCM and
incorporated into the numerical model. The numerical model was validated against
experimental measurements of heat transfer characteristics of buoyancy driven flow
in an enclosure over a range of operating conditions. The heat transfer performance
of the flow in the presence and absence of MEPCM particles was physically dis-
cussed.
 Two-phase liquid film flow with evaporation: The mathematical formulation for
evaporating liquid film flow was developed to account for the presence of MEPCM
particles. Significant evaporation heat transfer enhancement was demonstrated by
using MEPCM which could potentially result in the delay in dry-out in liquid film
evaporation region.
 Drying of paper sheet: The mathematical model for drying process for a paper sheet
of a certain thickness in the presence of layered PCM was developed and numer-
ically solved over a range of practical operating conditions. The results demon-
strate that drying can be enhanced by introducing PCM layer and improve moisture
removal from the porous medium of the paper sheet. In addition, a new drying
arrangement is proposed which takes advantage of the latent heat provided by the
presence of PCM so as to reduce the number of heating cycles over a certain time.
7.2 Recommendations
While the application of blend of MEPCM particles was demonstrated for single-phase
liquid flow, its use for two-phase evaporating liquid film can provide additional bene-
fits due to a wider range of enhanced thermal mass raised by the presence of MEPCM
particles. The tunability of the melting range of MEPCM particles and its impact on
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evaporation heat transfer performance can, therefore, be a subject of further research. In
addition, the thermal and flow characteristics of naturally induced flow in the presence
of multi-component MEPCM particles could be explored. Furthermore, the model devel-
oped for the drying process of paper sheet in the presence of layered PCM can be used
to study alternative and novel arrangements to optimize the drying efficiency over a wide
range of operating condition. Moreover, it is worth performing an in depth parametric
study of drying using different PCM materials. There is a wide perspective for the poten-
tial use of PCM in enhancement of drying processes. The advantage of using PCM, either
in the layered form or dispersed particles can be extended to different applications such
as pharmaceutical, food, clothing and textile industries for optimized energy consump-
tion. Thus, the model can be applied to study other applications relevant to the removal
of moisture from porous medium.
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